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·1· · · · · · · · · · · ·*· · *· · *

·2

·3· · · · · · · MS. SCHULTE:· Welcome tonight to the

·4· NEPA Public Hearing held by the Tennessee Department

·5· of Transportation concerning the State Route 374

·6· extension.· My name is Kathryn Schulte, and I'm the

·7· Community Relations Officer for Region 3 for TDOT.

·8· Our purpose for being here tonight is to provide

·9· details on the proposed project and receive your

10· comments.

11· · · · · · · There are three ways to give us a

12· comment.· You can ask it or state it during the

13· question-and-answer period following the

14· presentation.· If you prefer to give a comment but

15· don't want to give it in front of the group, you

16· can give it directly to our court reporter

17· following the presentation.· You can also write

18· down your comment and put it in the comment box,

19· and you can mail that as well if you would like

20· some additional time to fill that out.· We need to

21· have any written comments received within 21 days.

22· · · · · · · If you have other questions about the

23· proposed project but don't care to make a formal

24· on-the-record comment, you can catch us after the

25· presentation.· Most of us are wearing gold name
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·1· badges but not all.· Just look for the Tennessee

·2· Department of Transportation logo.

·3· · · · · · · And with that, I will turn it over to

·4· Shane Hester, who is the Development Director for

·5· TDOT Region 3.

·6· · · · · · · MR. HESTER:· Thank you, Katy.· As Katy

·7· mentioned, my name is Shane Hester.· I'm the

·8· Director of Project Development in Region 3.· So I

·9· want to talk to you a little bit about why we are

10· here tonight.· Several years ago there was an

11· initiative to create a --

12· · · · · · · MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC:· Can't hear you.

13· · · · · · · MR. HESTER:· Several years ago there was

14· an initiative to create a circumferential loop road

15· around the City of Clarksville.· So to date we have

16· constructed -- or are under construction for the

17· majority of the project and we're here talking about

18· the remaining segment that's under development right

19· now that extends from 149 over to State Route 76/US

20· 79.

21· · · · · · · So let me talk to you just a little bit

22· about the type of projects that we deliver to

23· contract.· Our projects are categorized in two

24· categories.· We have problematic projects, and we

25· have a legislative projects.· Our problematic
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·1· projects are the projects that I like to think is

·2· that's -- that's our projects that maintain or

·3· infrastructure.· Those are basically our bridge

·4· replacements, our resurfacing jobs, the bridge

·5· repair jobs -- things of that nature.

·6· · · · · · · Our legislative projects are the

·7· projects that are basically -- that add to or

·8· modify our existing infrastructure.· So this is

·9· what this is.· This is a legislative project.

10· · · · · · · So those projects are funded in four

11· phases.· They are funded -- there's two engineering

12· phases.· There's a NEPA phase, and then there's a

13· design phase that's considered both preliminary

14· engineering phases, and then there's a right-of-way

15· phase, and there's a construction phase.

16· · · · · · · So right now we are in the very first

17· phase of preliminary engineering.· It's the

18· preliminary engineering NEPA phase.· And basically

19· what that does is it allows us to do enough

20· engineering work to establish the project footprint

21· on the bill of alternatives that were identified

22· for the project.· So I know you've probably seen

23· surveyors, and we've got some early designs here in

24· the back.· That's basically what we've done today.

25· So we're -- right now we are at about, probably,
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·1· the 20 to 30 percent project development phase.

·2· · · · · · · So after we complete the NEPA phase, we

·3· will then move into full design phase, and we'll

·4· progress the plans to about 60 or 70 percent

·5· completion.· And then once the project is funded

·6· for right of way, that will allow us to begin

·7· right-of-way appraisals and acquisitions, and it

·8· will also allow us to start with utility

·9· coordination with any affected utilities.

10· · · · · · · So that process -- the design process

11· to get to the right-of-way phase is probably going

12· take about another two years.· All right.· The

13· right-of-way process, due to the large volume of

14· tracts involved, is going to take probably 30 to 36

15· months to complete the right-of-way process.· So I

16· want to make -- let everybody know that we are

17· still a ways away from moving dirt out on the

18· project.· There's still a lot of work to be done

19· here.

20· · · · · · · So with that, I want to turn it over to

21· Ms. Holly and let her talk a little bit more about

22· the NEPA process.

23· · · · · · · MS. CANTRELL:· Hello, everybody.

24· · · · · · · On the announcements that you've seen,

25· you've seen "Please contact Holly" --
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·1· · · · · · · MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC:· Can you talk

·2· louder?

·3· · · · · · · MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC:· Hey, we can't

·4· hear you.

·5· · · · · · · MS. CANTRELL:· For all the notices that

·6· everybody has seen, you have seen, "Please contact

·7· Holly Cantrell for information about the project as

·8· it relates to NEPA," that's me.

·9· · · · · · · I'm actually not going to talk a whole

10· lot about this today.· I'm going to be passing it

11· on to our consultant, Jason Goffinet, with Volkert,

12· and he is going to tell us a little bit more about

13· that because his company has been drafting the

14· document.

15· · · · · · · I did want to let everybody know a

16· little rough schedule for the NEPA process.· Our

17· part, as it relates to what Shane was just talking

18· about, is expected to be completed, hopefully, by

19· the end of this year, and then the time frames that

20· Shane talked about will come into play.

21· · · · · · · That's just a little bit more

22· information on that.· So we are going to pass it

23· over to Jason, and then after his portion we'll

24· take some questions.

25· ///
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·1· · · · · · · MR. GOFFINET:· Okay.· Good evening.

·2· Bear with me.· I've got about 15, 16 slides here

·3· just to tell you a little bit more about the NEPA

·4· process so we can get back to visiting the displays

·5· and answering your questions.

·6· · · · · · · So why are we having this hearing this

·7· evening?· The purpose of this meeting is to explain

·8· the proposed project, explain the impact --

·9· anticipated impacts to social, cultural, or the

10· natural environment, and also to explain the

11· Section 4(f), the de minimis process and the

12· preliminary determination that the FHWA has made,

13· and also to get feedback to answer your questions

14· regarding the proposed project.

15· · · · · · · Your comments are extremely important.

16· That's why we are going -- why we are doing this so

17· that it gives you an opportunity to give us

18· feedback and help develop the project.

19· · · · · · · And as it's already been discussed,

20· this is a visual of the base of TDOT's planned

21· development process.· The planning has already been

22· conducted.· This is the environmental process.· As

23· it moves forward, there will be a design

24· right-of-way and construction process.

25· · · · · · · The SR 374 project begins at SR 149 at
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·1· River Road and ends at SR 76/US 79, Dover Road.

·2· The project length is approximately 7.2 miles on

·3· new location, which includes a bridge over the

·4· Cumberland River, and approximately one mile of

·5· other improvements including widening along SR 149

·6· from River Road to about 1700 feet west of the

·7· Cumberland Heights Road intersection.

·8· · · · · · · The purpose of the proposed project is

·9· to inhibit -- the enhanced quarter linkages within

10· the Clarksville area and improve the mobility

11· around Clarksville.· The project is intended to

12· address the system linkage, accommodate future

13· transportation demands, improve the operational

14· efficiency and improve safety.

15· · · · · · · In 2019, elements of a previously

16· proposed improvements project that are no longer

17· part of this project -- it was a much larger

18· project -- this project that's currently being

19· proposed was pulled out of the much larger project

20· in 2019 -- I'm sorry -- in 2009.· In 2019 an EA was

21· approved for this project that we are discussing

22· this evening, and this is a public hearing.

23· · · · · · · The build alternative is described as

24· including the construction of a partially accessed

25· controlled, multilane facility from State Route 149
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·1· to SR 76/79, Dover Road, which would extend SR 374.

·2· And as I've already discussed, the improvements

·3· also include widening SR 149.

·4· · · · · · · The environmental assessment, which is

·5· available for view on some of the back tables,

·6· addresses several different topics.· I'm not going

·7· to go through each one of those, but some of these

·8· that are often referenced are noise, air quality

·9· impacts, soils, farmlands, cultural resources, and

10· park impacts -- park and recreational resources.

11· · · · · · · And the preliminary findings from this

12· environmental assessment and these technical

13· studies are as follows:

14· · · · · · · Regarding air quality:· The preliminary

15· determination for the project would have no effect.

16· · · · · · · Noise:· There will be 75 noise

17· sensitive receptors impacted by the project.

18· · · · · · · Historic architectural resources:

19· There's no effect.

20· · · · · · · Archaeology:· There is one potentially

21· eligible archaeological site that, if we cannot

22· avoid a phase two, more research will have to be --

23· will have to be conducted as the project moves

24· forward.

25· · · · · · · Hazardous materials:· Low or no
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·1· potential impacts.

·2· · · · · · · Recreational resources:· There is one

·3· resource, Smith Branch Recreational Area.· We will

·4· discuss it in a little more detail later on in the

·5· presentation.· It will be impacted, and there will

·6· be some mitigation associated with that.

·7· · · · · · · Relocations:· One residential

·8· relocation is anticipated.· No businesses or

·9· non-profit organizations are anticipated to be

10· relocated.

11· · · · · · · Farmland:· 160 acres of farmland is

12· anticipated to be impacted.· 71 acres are

13· considered to be prime.

14· · · · · · · Streams:· Approximately 3,800 linear

15· feet of intermittent streams are anticipated to be

16· impacted and 1,000 linear feet of perennial

17· streams.

18· · · · · · · Wetlands:· 1.42 acres of wetlands

19· permanently impacted and another nominal amount of

20· temporary impacts are anticipated.

21· · · · · · · Threatened and endangered species:

22· There are a few bats that the U.S. Fish and

23· Wildlife Service in the state have a concern with

24· at this location.· The Indiana bat, northern

25· long-eared bat are those two species.· And there's
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·1· also a mussel that's native to the Cumberland River

·2· that they have concerns with, but they have

·3· concluded that the project is not likely to

·4· adversely affect these resources.

·5· · · · · · · Going back to the Smith Branch

·6· recreational facility and what it means to the

·7· transportation or the NEPA process.· The Smith

·8· Branch Recreational Area is considered a 4F

·9· resource.· So what is 4F?

10· · · · · · · The Federal Highway -- the Federal

11· Highway Administration "did not approve the use of

12· land for a significant publicly owned park or

13· recreational area, wildlife or wildlife rescue or

14· significant historic site unless a determination is

15· made that there's no prudent or feasible

16· alternative to the use of a land from the property,

17· and that the action includes all possible planning

18· to minimize harm to the property resulting from

19· such use."

20· · · · · · · There are a couple of pictures of the

21· Smith Branch Recreational Area that many of you,

22· I'm sure, are aware of.· The project is going to

23· have to -- we are going to have to acquire some

24· right of way before -- to construct the project

25· from this Smith Branch recreational area.
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·1· · · · · · · But the official jurisdiction, in this

·2· case, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has

·3· determined that our project, with mitigation, does

·4· not adversely affect the qualities, activities,

·5· features, or attributes of this resource.· And here

·6· is an illustration of the Smith Branch

·7· recreational -- the boat ramp and parking lot and

·8· our alignment as it's proposed.· Some of the

·9· mitigation is also illustrated on this feature.

10· · · · · · · The mitigation includes realigning and

11· paving the road leading to the boat ramp,

12· redesigning the boat ramp and the parking lot to

13· accommodate more -- up to 75 spaces for cars and

14· boat trailers, and the boat ramp itself will be

15· built -- redesigned to accommodate two boats at one

16· time.

17· · · · · · · Guardrails will also be constructed

18· around the parking area of the boat ramp, and the

19· access will be designed from the proposed

20· intersection at the new SR 74 route at Landing Gate

21· Road.

22· · · · · · · And there will also be an electrical

23· stub out along SR 374 where the bridge is that will

24· allow for the Corps to install lighting at the

25· recreational area.· And we would like your comments
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·1· on those as well.· That's part of this process that

·2· you-all comment on those -- on the impacts and the

·3· proposed improvements that are suggested for that

·4· facility.

·5· · · · · · · So as we discussed before, this is the

·6· public hearing for the project.· So the next steps

·7· afterwards is to receive comments and input from

·8· you-all from this endeavor.· And during the

·9· spring/summer or shortly thereafter, an alternative

10· will be selected, and then during the late summer,

11· fall/winter of this year we are going to prepare

12· the final NEPA document.

13· · · · · · · And after that, when funding becomes

14· available, the project will move forward to the

15· final design and right-of-way acquisition and

16· construction when funding becomes available.

17· · · · · · · And, again, all of this will be for

18· naught if we don't get good comments from you-all.

19· So please fill out your comment cards, place them

20· in the box in the back, speak to our court

21· reporter.· There's several different ways and

22· methods to capture your thoughts, but we need your

23· input to make this a better project for the

24· community.

25· · · · · · · With that being said, we will open it
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·1· up to the floor for any comments.

·2· · · · · · · MS. SCHULTE:· Before you give your

·3· comment, please state your name and address and

·4· remember that our court reporter is going to be

·5· recording your comments.· So please speak loudly,

·6· slowly, and clearly.· Thank you.

·7· · · · · · · MS. CANTRELL:· A lot of you that came in

·8· through the sign-in table should have received a

·9· handout.· If you didn't, please feel free to go pick

10· one up.· This contains a lot of the information, if

11· not all of it, that we've gone over today so you can

12· take it home and reference it later.· If you want to

13· wait to provide your comment until you've had time

14· to mull it over, that's perfectly fine.

15· · · · · · · Like Kathryn mentioned, you can provide

16· it through the mail and then we have got the -- you

17· can do it through the e-mail as well.· It's the

18· TDOT provided e-mail that, I think, is also on this

19· sheet.· It's on the comment card.· They send it

20· directly to the comment space.· So you have various

21· options to provide those comments if you don't feel

22· comfortable providing them today or if you just

23· need more time to think it over.

24· · · · · · · So if anybody has any questions, we can

25· go ahead and take those.
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·1· · · · · · · MR. SMITH:· Michael Smith, Brady

·2· Phillips Drive on Dotsonville Road.

·3· · · · · · · On the second slide, it had "noise" and

·4· it said 75.· What is that?· Because the road is

·5· going to be 100 feet behind my property.· Right

·6· now, I hear cows, ducks, and coyotes.· I'm going to

·7· hear plenty of traffic back there.· So where are

·8· they getting this "no noise" is effecting?

·9· · · · · · · MR. GOFFINET:· So the 75 -- there was 75

10· receptors or ohms that will be impacted by noise.

11· So those 75 are each -- are each individual

12· receptors, and there's a threshold of 66 dBA which

13· is modeled and measured.· And when you exceed that,

14· that limit, then the FHWA and the Department

15· evaluate mitigation, so through a barrier or other

16· needs.

17· · · · · · · MR. SMITH:· So what is that?· The 60,

18· how loud would that be?· Outputs to decibel.· You

19· said 60 decibels.· How loud would that be?

20· · · · · · · MS. CANTRELL:· I think Valerie may have

21· had this question.

22· · · · · · · MS. BIRCH:· It's the equivalent to -- do

23· you have a copy of the EA?· There's a graphic in

24· there that compares the noise decibel levels to

25· different things that you're familiar with.· I don't
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·1· know off the top of my head, but it's in there.

·2· · · · · · · MR. GOFFINET:· Yeah.· There are

·3· different sources of noise like an aircraft, what's

·4· similar to it.

·5· · · · · · · MR. SMITH:· But we are used to nothing

·6· because we have nothing, so there is a big

·7· difference.

·8· · · · · · · MR. GOFFINET:· Right.· There's no

·9· question that going from an environment to where no

10· road exists to introducing a new alignment that --

11· it will -- it's going to be different.· There's no

12· question.

13· · · · · · · MS. CANTRELL:· Do we have another

14· question?

15· · · · · · · MR. EISEMANN:· My name is Carl Eisemann.

16· I live out on Lylewood Road.

17· · · · · · · The first thing I have a comment on is

18· your slide says that construction doesn't start

19· until funding has been approved.· My question is

20· does it require only state legislature funding or

21· does it require any kind of federal funding?

22· · · · · · · And then the second part of the

23· question is you said that an adverse effect of not

24· building would adversely affect future mobility of

25· the impacted area.· If there were a moratorium on
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·1· construction in that area in the rural services

·2· district of this county, would that negate that

·3· comment?

·4· · · · · · · MR. HESTER:· I will try to answer your

·5· first question.· So the project is largely funded

·6· with federal dollars.· It's about 80 percent federal

·7· dollars and 20 percent State dollars to fund the

·8· project.

·9· · · · · · · Did that answer your question?

10· · · · · · · MR. EISEMANN:· I didn't hear you.

11· · · · · · · MR. HESTER:· I said it's largely funded

12· with federal dollars, the project is.· It's about

13· 80/20.· It's 80 percent federally funded and

14· 20 percent State funded.

15· · · · · · · MR. EISEMANN:· And the second part --

16· you said one of the negative impacts of not building

17· this would be -- it would adversely affect the

18· safety of the area.· If we had a moratorium on not

19· building further in the rural services area, would

20· that negate your safety concern?

21· · · · · · · MR. GOFFINET:· Yes.· I would have to

22· certainly refer to your local politicians and

23· planning organizations regarding, you know, what the

24· future plans are for Clarksville.· But, certainly,

25· if you negated any future development whatsoever, it
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·1· would lessen the need for the project.

·2· · · · · · · MS. CANTRELL:· Do we have any other

·3· questions or comments that you want to make during

·4· this time?

·5· · · · · · · MS. STEEN:· Monica Steen, and I live on

·6· Smith Branch Road.· So I guess my question is you're

·7· talking about revamping the boat ramp.· Where

·8· exactly is this road coming through to that where

·9· you're revamping the boat ramp?· Is it actually

10· going down Smith Branch Road or to the left or to

11· the right or, I guess, to the east or the west?

12· · · · · · · MR. GOFFINET:· It comes down Smith

13· Branch Road.· That's the way it would access, and

14· then it would actually go underneath the proposed

15· bridge, the access road, to gain access to the boat

16· ramp.

17· · · · · · · MS. STEEN:· Okay.· So basically, this is

18· going to come through my front yard.

19· · · · · · · MR. GOFFINET:· We can look at the map.

20· · · · · · · MR. WINN:· Steve Winn, C Booth Road.

21· · · · · · · I didn't see on the maps any access

22· roads to farmland.· So that's my question because a

23· guy next to me -- you know, I personally have

24· access because I already have a road present.· But

25· the guy next to me is not going to have any access
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·1· to, you know, hundreds of acres.· So is that still

·2· in planning or what?

·3· · · · · · · MR. GOFFINET:· Yeah.· I think the

·4· ultimate access has yet to be determined, but that's

·5· certainly one thing that we are very cognizant of is

·6· the access to the farmlands -- the farmlands that

·7· would be bisected by the project.

·8· · · · · · · MS. CANTRELL:· Shane, correct me if I'm

·9· wrong, but that will be further refined as we get

10· into the process of those additional questions about

11· access.

12· · · · · · · MR. HESTER:· Yes.

13· · · · · · · MS. CANTRELL:· So as we get further into

14· design and to right-of-way, we will know a little

15· bit more about that.

16· · · · · · · MS. FINK:· Nicole Fink, Trey Phillips

17· Road.

18· · · · · · · Just a quick question to clarify.· On

19· the presentation, it looked like the start was in

20· one spot and the end was in one spot.· But looking

21· at these maps, it's a little bit broken up.· So

22· where exactly is it starting and where exactly is

23· it ending as far as the construction goes on?

24· · · · · · · MR. GOFFINET:· Sure.

25· · · · · · · MS. FINK:· Because I know on one of
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·1· these maps it starts -- it has it beginning by Trey

·2· Phillips Road and then ends by Dover Road, and then

·3· it has kind of the river as a separate section.· But

·4· on the presentation, it looks like it started in the

·5· north and ended in the south.

·6· · · · · · · MR. HESTER:· So this is a very expensive

·7· project, as you can imagine, for the Department.

·8· Probably estimated at north of a hundred million

·9· dollars.· The project is being completed in two

10· phases.

11· · · · · · · Phase one is the 149 section over to

12· Dotsonville Road.· And phase two is from

13· Dotsonville Road over to Dover Road.· So we are

14· here talking about the entire segment.

15· · · · · · · MS. CANTRELL:· Does anybody else have a

16· comment or a question?

17· · · · · · · MR. DEVINE:· Phil Devine, 1124 York

18· Meadows Road.· So are you saying that it's two

19· projects, not one?· You will have funding for the

20· first half of the project, which will be from 149 to

21· Dotsonville Road, and then we'll have to go through

22· this process again from Dotsonville to Dover?

23· · · · · · · MR. HESTER:· Yes.· Just due to the

24· magnitude of the cost of the overall project, our

25· annual budget doesn't allow to do -- that's a mega
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·1· project for us, and we have things going north of a

·2· hundred million dollars, that's a very large

·3· project.· We look at -- when we have large corridor

·4· projects like this, we look at constructing them in

·5· phases that we can fit within our yearly budget.

·6· · · · · · · MR. DEVINE:· And once you get this

·7· approval you are not going to need to do this again

·8· for phase two?

·9· · · · · · · MR. HESTER:· No, sir, not the NEPA

10· hearing.

11· · · · · · · MS. CANTRELL:· That's why we cover it in

12· all in one, to make sure of the NEPA, but design is

13· covered into two sections.

14· · · · · · · MR. DEVINE:· (inaudible; off

15· microphone).

16· · · · · · · MS. SMITH:· Michelle Smith Brandy

17· Phillips Drive.

18· · · · · · · I'm just wondering how much funding you

19· have for this project already.

20· · · · · · · MR. HESTER:· How much funding we have

21· for the project?

22· · · · · · · MS. SMITH:· Yes, sir.

23· · · · · · · MR. HESTER:· So the project has been

24· funded for engineering.· Like I mentioned in my part

25· of the presentation, our projects are funded in
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·1· basically four phases.· We are funded for

·2· preliminary engineering to basically take us to

·3· about 40 to 50 percent design.· Then the project --

·4· well, it's a legislative project, so our next

·5· funding approval will be to fund the project for

·6· right-of-way appraisals and acquisition, and utility

·7· coordination.· That occurs at about the

·8· 60 percent -- excuse me -- the preliminary

·9· engineering took us to about 60 percent, and then

10· once we get into the right-of-way and acquisition

11· phase, that will start the acquisition of the

12· necessary right of way, and we'll continue to

13· develop our plans to completion, basically, in the

14· right-of-way phase.

15· · · · · · · Once the project is funded for

16· construction we're ready.· Our designs are

17· complete.· We purchased -- or acquired all the

18· necessary right of way coordinated with the

19· affected utility owners.· We secured all of our

20· permits.· We got our NEPA document in place.· We

21· have done everything in the project development

22· process to basically -- to boot the project from

23· private development to construction.

24· · · · · · · MS. SMITH:· And you said federal funding

25· is 80 percent; is that correct?
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·1· · · · · · · MR. HESTER:· Yes, ma'am.

·2· · · · · · · MS. FINK:· Nicole Fink, Trey Phillips.

·3· Is the detailed plans right here in this

·4· presentation available online for us to be able to

·5· look at it again?

·6· · · · · · · MR. HESTER:· We have a project web page

·7· for this project, and we can put these PDFs of the

·8· layouts on there for sure.

·9· · · · · · · MS. CANTRELL:· And we already have a

10· certain amount of this information available in the

11· environmental document in the appendices.· These,

12· obviously, are in a little bit different format.· So

13· the environmental document is already on the project

14· website.· And then after the hearing, we will upload

15· all of the materials that we have seen today so you

16· will have access to that later.

17· · · · · · · MR. MIKSIC:· Hi.· My name is Terry

18· Miksic.· I'm in Woodlawn.· This may be beyond the

19· scope of this discussion, but one of the reasons we

20· are having this road put in is to help alleviate the

21· traffic issues in Clarksville and to provide

22· circular traffic around the city.

23· · · · · · · As we look at the map, we see it ending

24· at 149.· Is there any place we could go to find the

25· information that's going to take this road all the
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·1· way out to I-24 to really cause -- to really

·2· alleviate the issues that we have in our

·3· infrastructure?

·4· · · · · · · MR. HESTER:· That, I'm not aware.

·5· That's beyond the scope of this project for sure.

·6· · · · · · · MS. CANTRELL:· It is beyond the scope of

·7· the project, and I think that in conversations with

·8· the City of Clarksville and the MPO -- because they

·9· do a lot of the plans for what they are wanting in

10· and around the area, I think they might be a good

11· place to start to see when they expect to have that

12· come around.

13· · · · · · · MR. SMITH:· Who is wanting the

14· extension?· The city or the state to go around the

15· 149?· Because the city does 99 percent of the

16· building at the interstate.· So all we are doing out

17· here is making it easier to get to the other side of

18· the river and, I mean, you're going to shorten the

19· time, I understand that, but you're also going to

20· have alleviation where people are going out that way

21· for no purpose or reason.

22· · · · · · · I'm out in the country because I want

23· to be in the country.· I don't want the traffic

24· coming by me.· I don't want the city encroaching on

25· me.· That's why I live in the country.
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·1· · · · · · · This town, this city government, has

·2· done nothing for us county folk.· I mean, they

·3· leave us hanging dry, and they put everything out

·4· on that side of town.· So is this our city wanting

·5· this out there because if -- I'm going to have to

·6· fight that.

·7· · · · · · · MR. HESTER:· Good question.· I don't

·8· know that I know the answer to that.· I will say,

·9· you know, this project went through a planning

10· process and that was completed several years ago.

11· And most of, like I said earlier, a lot of this work

12· is already constructed or under construction and

13· this is the remaining piece of those planning

14· efforts.· So I'm not really sure where that

15· initiated or how the project was initiated.· That's

16· a good question.· I don't know the answer to that.

17· · · · · · · MS. FINK:· Nicole Fink, Trey Phillips.

18· So assuming that you get the funding and everything

19· gets approved, what's the timeline for construction

20· from phase one to the end of that versus the start

21· of phase two to the end of that?

22· · · · · · · MR. HESTER:· So your phase one

23· construction project is five miles long and includes

24· the big river bridge over the Cumberland River.

25· You're looking at a three-plus year construction
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·1· project, for sure.

·2· · · · · · · Phase two is probably going to be a

·3· little bit less than that because it's only about

·4· two miles in length.· A lot of this works on the

·5· alignment.· I would estimate that the phase two

·6· work could probably be constructed within two

·7· years.· Those are estimates, though.

·8· · · · · · · MS. CANTRELL:· Do we have any other

·9· questions or comments?

10· · · · · · · MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC:· We cannot hear

11· you, and you're talking so fast.

12· · · · · · · MS. CANTRELL:· Do you want to give a

13· comment?

14· · · · · · · MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC:· I just want to

15· hear.

16· · · · · · · MS. CANTRELL:· Okay.

17· · · · · · · MR. DEVINE:· (Inaudible; off

18· microphone).

19· · · · · · · MR. HESTER:· Even before it gets to that

20· point, it's years.

21· · · · · · · In regards to the timeline, I mean, our

22· projects take a long time.· They don't happen

23· overnight.· There's a lot of work that goes into

24· all of this.· Nationally -- on a national average,

25· a project of this size probably takes about 8 to 12
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·1· years to basically -- from the planning phase to

·2· the construction.· So it is a lengthy process and

·3· we understand that, but there's a lot of things

·4· that you have to go through to make sure that

·5· everything is in place and correct.

·6· · · · · · · MS. CANTRELL:· Do we have anymore

·7· questions or comments?

·8· · · · · · · MS. OBRIEN:· My name is Anja O'brien.

·9· Lewis Lane off 149.· I just want to know what the

10· reasoning is why you're starting over here on 149

11· instead of continuing on 374 from where you left it

12· off to begin with?· You say it was shorter and

13· cheaper.· That shorter section can be done quicker

14· and be cheaper before you do the big thing with the

15· bridge with what you call phase one.

16· · · · · · · MR. HESTER:· So ideally, phase one is

17· the larger project, and it's going to take longer to

18· construct.· It doesn't mean that we won't fund the

19· project for construction, maybe, phase one in one

20· fiscal year and then we may follow it up in a year

21· or two with funding for the other one.· So they may,

22· actually, if you're looking at the overall timeline,

23· it could potentially, if you're bringing our budget

24· to fund it for construction, they could all be

25· completed at one time.
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·1· · · · · · · Does that make sense?· It's going to

·2· take longer to construct the initial phase.

·3· · · · · · · MS. OBRIEN:· No, it doesn't make sense.

·4· To me, it would be -- make more sense if you

·5· continue on where you left off where it dead ends

·6· right now at 374 and do your cheaper, shorter

·7· project first.

·8· · · · · · · And then on top of that, one other

·9· reason I'm thinking in the back of my head, 149

10· going all the way across the river and end at

11· Dotsonville Road -- now people that live over there

12· on Dotsonville Road call it the Dotsonville 500.

13· And if you have been driving on that road, people

14· are flying down that road.· It's very, very, very

15· curvy.· Now think, a five-lane road and going to

16· Dotsonville Road, what do you think is going to

17· happen?

18· · · · · · · And then -- you finished your project,

19· oh, we don't have no funding; let's take another

20· five years.· These people that live on Dotsonville

21· Road are pulling their hair out.· It's already a

22· whole lot of traffic.· You are going to overload

23· that road quick.

24· · · · · · · I don't think that's the right thing to

25· do as phase one, just my personal opinion.
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·1· · · · · · · MS. CANTRELL:· Does anybody else have a

·2· comment or a question?

·3· · · · · · · MS. FINK:· Nicole Fink, Trey Phillips.

·4· · · · · · · You may or may not be able to answer

·5· this.· What's the impact that this will have on our

·6· property taxes?

·7· · · · · · · MS. CANTRELL:· I think that is beyond

·8· the scope of what we are going to know.· I think

·9· that's going to be a little more local than what we

10· are going to have control over.

11· · · · · · · MR. HACHWELL:· Rick Hachwell off of Gip

12· Manning Road.

13· · · · · · · Hey, sir, if we finish phase one what's

14· the chances of opening that road from 49 to

15· Dotsonville before phase two starts?

16· · · · · · · MR. HESTER:· I would think it's a good

17· chance.· You have got -- it would -- basically, you

18· know, we got a project under construction here right

19· now to widen State Routes 13 and 48 from right here

20· at Zinc Plant Road over to 149, and then the

21· widening continues from there up to River Road.· So,

22· you know, like I said previously, the projects are

23· total about a $65 million job legislative contract,

24· and we just don't have room in our budget to

25· basically fund these large projects.· We have to
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·1· break them into pieces to be able to afford to fund

·2· those.

·3· · · · · · · So, I mean, this project will get you

·4· over to where the work that phase one -- the

·5· project that's currently under construction will

·6· get you over to where phase one is currently going

·7· to begin, and then that would get you to

·8· Dotsonville Road.

·9· · · · · · · Like I said, if our funding lines up,

10· we could possibly have both of the projects under

11· construction at the same time.

12· · · · · · · MS. CANTRELL:· Do we have any additional

13· comments or questions?

14· · · · · · · (No Response.)

15· · · · · · · MS. CANTRELL:· And like we mentioned

16· before, the comments and questions that we took

17· today during the presentation will also go into the

18· development of the next phase in the environmental

19· document, but we would also like to continue to hear

20· from you.· If you have written comments that you

21· want to provide, we have a box up here for those.

22· You can also mail those in later if you want to or

23· provide an e-mail comment as described on your

24· handout.

25· · · · · · · We have the court reporter up here if
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·1· you want to give a verbal comment, and we will have

·2· that available to you.· We are going to be here

·3· until 7:00 or until nobody is here, so whichever

·4· happens first.

·5· · · · · · · The TDOT folks and our consultants are

·6· going to continue to hang around.· If you have

·7· informal questions, feel free to ask us and we can

·8· talk through those.· Just be aware that any

·9· comments that you want recorded for our process

10· will need to be either in writing or given to the

11· court reporter.· So thank you everybody for coming.

12· Feel free to hang around and ask us questions, and

13· do give us your comments.

14· · · · · · · MS. LANDRY:· My name Sheila Landry.  I

15· live at 1667 Adswood Road.· And my concern is if

16· they're going to do this in phases and phase one is

17· finished and they open that part and traffic starts

18· flowing down Dotsonville Road, it's going to be a

19· big concern for the amount of traffic.

20· · · · · · · And, again, like the other person spoke

21· on the -- the road is very windy, curvy, and

22· several accidents on the road, fatalities, since I

23· have lived here in the last five years, and I'm

24· very concerned about opening the first set of the

25· project and letting Dotsonville handle the traffic
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·1· flow from there.

·2· · · · · · · THE COURT REPORTER:· Does that end your

·3· comment?

·4· · · · · · · MS. LANDRY:· Yes.

·5· · · · · · · THE COURT REPORTER:· Thank you.

·6· · · · · · · MR. EISEMANN:· My name is Carl Eisemann,

·7· and I live at 4545 Lylewood Road in the route.

·8· · · · · · · My basic comment is that this meeting

·9· has highlighted the Clarksville city versus the

10· county fight about what is developed and what is

11· not developed.· It is general perception in the

12· county that the county/city building and planning

13· commission will give any builder the nod to build

14· whatever they want to build.· You can look at the

15· property tax maps, the assessor's maps, and see

16· where builders have acquired major parcels of land

17· knowing that in their mind this will be a completed

18· project.

19· · · · · · · So that's the big thing within the

20· city/county of Clarksville -- is county versus

21· city.· The unified government was defeated, and

22· that's the reason it was defeated.

23· · · · · · · THE COURT REPORTER:· Does that end your

24· comment?

25· · · · · · · MR. EISEMANN:· End of comment.
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·1· · · · · · · THE COURT REPORTER:· Thank you.

·2· · · · · · · (WHEREUPON, the hearing remained open

·3· for additional public comments.· No additional

·4· comments were made.)

·5· · · · · · · (WHEREUPON, the foregoing proceedings

·6· were concluded at 7:00 p.m.)
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Additional Comments (OR CONTINUED FROM ABOVE) 


Your Name: MA!IUI~ Zd/1.o~- Date: _ __;:;~/~1....:....1~/ ..!....I v+-'1-----


Mailing Address: /6//;&$~ ~.-":: 
6&/612/ft_ 


County of Residence: $@/y-d?H,,j 
Phone Number (optional): __________ _ 


E-mail Address (optional): ____________ (Check here if you would like to receive e-mail notices __ ) 


Would you like to receive future mailings about the project? YES_£ NO __ 


*Please make sure to include your name and/or address on your submitted comment form in order to be included in the 
official record. 


-------------------, Fold Here First r-----------------------• 
Project Comments 
Tennessee Department of Transportation 
Suite 700, James K. Polk Building 
505 Deaderick Street 
Nashville, TN 37243-0332 


Return Comments Postmarked by APRIL 11, 2019 to: 


Public Comments 
Tennessee Department of Transportation 
Suite 700, James K. Polk Building 
505 Deaderick Street 
Nashville, TN 37243-0332 


PLACE 
STAMP 
HERE 


--------- - - ------ -----, Fold Here Second f---------------------· 
You may submit additional pages if the space provided is not adequate for your comments. 


IIT~~T 
- 1·.iri;rt on 


c.f 


For additional project information, contact: 
Ms. Holly Cantrell 


Tennessee Department of Transportation 
Environmental Division, Major Projects Office 


615-532-5869 
Holly. Cantrell@tn.gov 


TOOT is an EEO/Affirmative Action Employer and does not discriminate on the basis of 
race, age, sex, religion, color, disability or national origin 


You MUST TAPE CLOSED BEFORE MAILING 


PROJECT PIN 101463.04 







PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
State Route 374, From State Route 149 at River Road to State Route 76/US 79 (Dover Road) 


Montgomery County, Tennessee 


The Tennessee Department of Transportation (TOOT) is proposing to improve State Route (SR) 374 in Montgomery 
County. The project is currently in the environmental phase of project development. The Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) approved the Environmental Assessment (EA) and Draft Section 4(f) de minimis finding for the project on 
January 2, 2019. TOOT would like your input to help move the project forward . Please take a few moments to answer the 
questions below and submit this form tonight, OR you may return the comment card by mail to the address on the back of 
this sheet postmarked by Thursday, April 11, 2019. Comments may also be submitted electronically via email to 
TDOT.comments@tn.gov. Please reference SR 374 Project Improvements. 


Which best describes your primary interest in the project? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 


Concerned Citizen __ Affected Resident __ Affected Landowner-\L.- Smith Branch Recreation Area User __ 


Affected Business __ Name of Business ________________ _ 


What do you like and/or dislike about: 


No-Build Alternative - No improvements made to existing SR 374 other than routine maintenance. 


Build Alternative - TOOT, in cooperation with the FHWA, proposes to construct a partial access-controlled multi-lane 
transportation facility from SR 149 to SR 76/US 79 (Dover Road), which would extend existing SR 374 for approximately 
7.2 miles. Improvements are also proposed for SR 149 from River Road to approximately 1,700 feet west of Cumberland 
Heights Road, a distance of approximately one mile. The proposed project is located outside of the city limits and west of 
Clarksville in Montgomery County, Tennessee. 


Do you have any comments regarding the Section 4(f) De Minimis Determination for potential impacts to Smith 
Branch Recreation Area? 


What issues and concerns do you have about the project? (Check all that apply) 
Impacts to the Environment (streams, wetlands, soils, threatened and endangered species) 


Impacts to Existing Development (homes, businesses) 


___ Traffic qperational Efficiency/Safety 


___ Roadway Deficiencies 
___ System Linkages 
___ Other _____________________________________ _ 







Additional Comments (OR CONTINUED FROM ABOVE) 


Your Name: fflr'vfl/JtA {/JrJ;J, Date: J t /?7/JfL 4?/<j 


Mailing Address: __,,_~1>-'---"Vi-'--'R-....... M~ ;_/i_'h_..dh~,P--'-:5_ c;l;-_ . __ 
vi t1tf'6 vyf I e- , r--, 


County of Residence: _/>l_ t/:~';,.,,f-~- //_n.._v---,t;-,._1 _____ _ 


Phone Number (optional): _f~Ir_Sl;J_/_-fP._ t( _____ _ 
E-mail Address (optional): ____________ (Check here if you would like to receive e-mail notices __ ) 


Would you like to receive future mailings about the project? YEs_h NO __ 


*Please make sure to include your name and/or address on your submitted comment form in order to be included in the 
official record. 


- - -----~.- ----~-----, Fold Here First r--------------------~--• 
Project Comments 
Tennessee Department of Transportation 
Suite 700, James K. Polk Building 
505 Deaderick Street 
Nashville, TN 37243-0332 


Return Comments Postmarked by APRIL 11, 2019 to: 


Public Comments 
Tennessee Department of Transportation 
Suite 700, James K. Polk Building 
505 Deaderick Street 
Nashville, TN 37243-0332 


PLACE 
STAMP 
HERE 


----------------------, Fold Here Second 1--- - -----------------· 
You may submit additional pages if the space provided is not adequate for your comments . 


• T~~T I' - o t,•r 


For additional project information, contact: 
Ms. Holly Cantrell 


Tennessee Department of Transportation 
Environmental Division, Major Projects Office 


615-532-5869 
Holly.Cantrel l@tn.gov 


TOOT is an EEO/Affirmative Action Employer and does not discriminate on the basis of 
race, age, sex, religion, color, disability or national origin 


You MUST TAPE CLOSED BEFORE MAILING 


PROJECT PIN 101463.04 











Additional Comments (OR CONTINUED FROM ABOVE) 


·, ..C Q\. 0-e" "V,,t, d- v,./'C., t,,..>a "'\ 6- \.\ "-t "- '> 6 \)"' ~ t«J """ \ c oo...\w ,,HJ -


Your Name: Date: ___ ________ _ 


Mailing Address: _ _.l_..\.£,fiwJ'---'e..._".'\:...!.\ ... ~--=-""'-'--.. .....;"'.....;..,,..:..~ ="'.:.:~~- -.:..:.t..:cA...__ __ 


C..\w~~\I"(., 1 7N -;J10<I:) 


County of Residence: 


Phone Number (optional): ___ ______ _ _ 


E-mail Address (optional): _______ _____ (Check here if you would like to receive e-mail notices __ ) 


Would you like to receive future mailings about the project? YES / NO __ 


*Please make sure to include your name and/or address on your submitted comment form in order to be included in the 
official record. 


-------------------, Fold Here First r-----------------------• 
Project Comments 
Tennessee Department of Transportation 
Suite 700, James K. Polk Building 
505 Deaderick Street 
Nashville, TN 37243-0332 


Return Comments Postmarked by APRIL 11, 2019 to: 


Public Comments 
Tennessee Department of Transportation 
Suite 700, James K. Polk Building 
505 Deaderick Street 
Nashville, TN 37243-0332 


PLACE 
STAMP 
HERE 


----------------------, Fold Here Second ,---------------------· 


You may submit additional pages if the space provided is not adequate for your comments. 
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For additional project information, contact: 
Ms. Holly Cantrell 


Tennessee Department of Transportation 
Environmental Division , Major Projects Office 


615-532-5869 
Holly. Cantrell@tn .gov 


TOOT is an EEO/Affirmative Action Employer and does not discriminate on the basis of 
race, age, sex, religion, color, disability or national origin 


You MUST TAPE CLOSED BEFORE MAILING 


PROJECT PIN 101463.04 







PUBLIC COMMENT FORM 
State Route 374, From State Route 149 at River Road to State Route 76/US 79 (Dover Road) 


Montgomery County, Tennessee 


The Tennessee Department of Transportation (TOOT) is proposing to improve State Route (SR) 374 in Montgomery 
County. The project is currently in the environmental phase of project development. The Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) approved the Environmental Assessment (EA) and Draft Section 4(f) de minimis finding for the project on 
January 2, 2019. TOOT would like your input to help move the project forward. Please take a few moments to answer the 
questions below and submit this form tonight, OR you may return the comment card by mail to the address on the back of 
this sheet postmarked by Thursday, April 11, 2019. Comments may also be submitted electronically via email to 
TDOT.comments@tn.gov. Please reference SR 374 Project Improvements. 


Affected Business __ Name of Business ________________ _ 


What do you like and/or dislike about: 


No-Build Alternative - No improvements made to existing SR 374 other than routine maintenance. 


Build Alternative - TOOT, in cooperation with the FHWA, proposes to construct a partial access-controlled multi-lane 
transportation facility from SR 149 to SR 76/US 79 (Dover Road), which would extend existing SR 374 for approximately 
7 .2 miles. Improvements are also proposed for SR 149 from River Road to approximately 1,700 feet west of Cumberland 
Heights Road, a distance of approximately one mile. The proposed project is located outside of the city limits and west of 
Clarksville in Montgomery County, Tennessee. 


Do you have any comments regarding the Section 4(f) De Minimis Determination for potential impacts to Smith 
Branch Recreation Area? 


What issues and concerns do you have about the project? (Check all that apply) 


7 
Impacts to the Environment (streams, wetlands, soils, threatened and endangered species) 
Impacts to Existing Development (homes, businesses) 


Impacts to Historic and/or Archaeological Resources 
_ __ Other _____________________________________ _ 


What do you see as the transportation needs of the area? (Check all that apply) 


___ Traffic Operational Efficiency/Safety 
___ Roadway Deficiencies 


___ System Linkages 
___ Other _____________________________________ _ 







CLARKSVILLE URBANIZED AREA 
METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 


Stan Williams 
MPO Director 
stan. williamsralcitvofclarksville.com 


March 21 , 2019 


Ms. Holly Cantrell 
TOOT, Environmental Division 
505 Deaderick Street, Ste. 900 
Nashville, TN 37243 


329 MAIN STREET 
CLARKSVILLE, TN 37040 


PIIONE: (93 1 )645-7448 


Re: SR743 EA and Draft Sec. 4(f) De Minimis Finding 


Dear Ms. Cantrell: 


Jill Hall 
Transportation Planner 


j i 11 .hal l@citvofclarksvi I le. com 


The purpose of this letter is to indicate my support and agreement with the Environmental 
Assessment (EA) and Draft Section 4(f) De Minimis environmental document. The 
proposed project will help to reduce traffic congestion especially within the downtown 
and New Providence areas of Clarksville. Said improvements will increase the efficiency 
of traffic flow, while improving air quality and the overall quality of life for residence. 
As far as the Smith Branch Recreation Area, the only impact will be a positive one. Said 
area was mostly underfunded, not properly maintained, and underutilized due to its state 
of poor condition. 


Thank you and all the TOOT staff for their efforts to make improvements to the surface 
transportation system with Clarksville-Montgomery County. 


Sincerely, 


~~~ 
Stan Williams 
Transportation Planning Director 


Cc: Mayor Joe Pitts 
Mayor Jim Durrett 
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 1                       *    *    *
 2
 3              MS. SCHULTE:  Welcome tonight to the
 4  NEPA Public Hearing held by the Tennessee Department
 5  of Transportation concerning the State Route 374
 6  extension.  My name is Kathryn Schulte, and I'm the
 7  Community Relations Officer for Region 3 for TDOT.
 8  Our purpose for being here tonight is to provide
 9  details on the proposed project and receive your
10  comments.
11              There are three ways to give us a
12  comment.  You can ask it or state it during the
13  question-and-answer period following the
14  presentation.  If you prefer to give a comment but
15  don't want to give it in front of the group, you
16  can give it directly to our court reporter
17  following the presentation.  You can also write
18  down your comment and put it in the comment box,
19  and you can mail that as well if you would like
20  some additional time to fill that out.  We need to
21  have any written comments received within 21 days.
22              If you have other questions about the
23  proposed project but don't care to make a formal
24  on-the-record comment, you can catch us after the
25  presentation.  Most of us are wearing gold name
0003
 1  badges but not all.  Just look for the Tennessee
 2  Department of Transportation logo.
 3              And with that, I will turn it over to
 4  Shane Hester, who is the Development Director for
 5  TDOT Region 3.
 6              MR. HESTER:  Thank you, Katy.  As Katy
 7  mentioned, my name is Shane Hester.  I'm the
 8  Director of Project Development in Region 3.  So I
 9  want to talk to you a little bit about why we are
10  here tonight.  Several years ago there was an
11  initiative to create a --
12              MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC:  Can't hear you.
13              MR. HESTER:  Several years ago there was
14  an initiative to create a circumferential loop road
15  around the City of Clarksville.  So to date we have
16  constructed -- or are under construction for the
17  majority of the project and we're here talking about
18  the remaining segment that's under development right
19  now that extends from 149 over to State Route 76/US
20  79.
21              So let me talk to you just a little bit
22  about the type of projects that we deliver to
23  contract.  Our projects are categorized in two
24  categories.  We have problematic projects, and we
25  have a legislative projects.  Our problematic
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 1  projects are the projects that I like to think is
 2  that's -- that's our projects that maintain or
 3  infrastructure.  Those are basically our bridge
 4  replacements, our resurfacing jobs, the bridge
 5  repair jobs -- things of that nature.
 6              Our legislative projects are the
 7  projects that are basically -- that add to or
 8  modify our existing infrastructure.  So this is
 9  what this is.  This is a legislative project.
10              So those projects are funded in four
11  phases.  They are funded -- there's two engineering
12  phases.  There's a NEPA phase, and then there's a
13  design phase that's considered both preliminary
14  engineering phases, and then there's a right-of-way
15  phase, and there's a construction phase.
16              So right now we are in the very first
17  phase of preliminary engineering.  It's the
18  preliminary engineering NEPA phase.  And basically
19  what that does is it allows us to do enough
20  engineering work to establish the project footprint
21  on the bill of alternatives that were identified
22  for the project.  So I know you've probably seen
23  surveyors, and we've got some early designs here in
24  the back.  That's basically what we've done today.
25  So we're -- right now we are at about, probably,
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 1  the 20 to 30 percent project development phase.
 2              So after we complete the NEPA phase, we
 3  will then move into full design phase, and we'll
 4  progress the plans to about 60 or 70 percent
 5  completion.  And then once the project is funded
 6  for right of way, that will allow us to begin
 7  right-of-way appraisals and acquisitions, and it
 8  will also allow us to start with utility
 9  coordination with any affected utilities.
10              So that process -- the design process
11  to get to the right-of-way phase is probably going
12  take about another two years.  All right.  The
13  right-of-way process, due to the large volume of
14  tracts involved, is going to take probably 30 to 36
15  months to complete the right-of-way process.  So I
16  want to make -- let everybody know that we are
17  still a ways away from moving dirt out on the
18  project.  There's still a lot of work to be done
19  here.
20              So with that, I want to turn it over to
21  Ms. Holly and let her talk a little bit more about
22  the NEPA process.
23              MS. CANTRELL:  Hello, everybody.
24              On the announcements that you've seen,
25  you've seen "Please contact Holly" --
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 1              MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC:  Can you talk
 2  louder?
 3              MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC:  Hey, we can't
 4  hear you.
 5              MS. CANTRELL:  For all the notices that
 6  everybody has seen, you have seen, "Please contact
 7  Holly Cantrell for information about the project as
 8  it relates to NEPA," that's me.
 9              I'm actually not going to talk a whole
10  lot about this today.  I'm going to be passing it
11  on to our consultant, Jason Goffinet, with Volkert,
12  and he is going to tell us a little bit more about
13  that because his company has been drafting the
14  document.
15              I did want to let everybody know a
16  little rough schedule for the NEPA process.  Our
17  part, as it relates to what Shane was just talking
18  about, is expected to be completed, hopefully, by
19  the end of this year, and then the time frames that
20  Shane talked about will come into play.
21              That's just a little bit more
22  information on that.  So we are going to pass it
23  over to Jason, and then after his portion we'll
24  take some questions.
25  ///
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 1              MR. GOFFINET:  Okay.  Good evening.
 2  Bear with me.  I've got about 15, 16 slides here
 3  just to tell you a little bit more about the NEPA
 4  process so we can get back to visiting the displays
 5  and answering your questions.
 6              So why are we having this hearing this
 7  evening?  The purpose of this meeting is to explain
 8  the proposed project, explain the impact --
 9  anticipated impacts to social, cultural, or the
10  natural environment, and also to explain the
11  Section 4(f), the de minimis process and the
12  preliminary determination that the FHWA has made,
13  and also to get feedback to answer your questions
14  regarding the proposed project.
15              Your comments are extremely important.
16  That's why we are going -- why we are doing this so
17  that it gives you an opportunity to give us
18  feedback and help develop the project.
19              And as it's already been discussed,
20  this is a visual of the base of TDOT's planned
21  development process.  The planning has already been
22  conducted.  This is the environmental process.  As
23  it moves forward, there will be a design
24  right-of-way and construction process.
25              The SR 374 project begins at SR 149 at
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 1  River Road and ends at SR 76/US 79, Dover Road.
 2  The project length is approximately 7.2 miles on
 3  new location, which includes a bridge over the
 4  Cumberland River, and approximately one mile of
 5  other improvements including widening along SR 149
 6  from River Road to about 1700 feet west of the
 7  Cumberland Heights Road intersection.
 8              The purpose of the proposed project is
 9  to inhibit -- the enhanced quarter linkages within
10  the Clarksville area and improve the mobility
11  around Clarksville.  The project is intended to
12  address the system linkage, accommodate future
13  transportation demands, improve the operational
14  efficiency and improve safety.
15              In 2019, elements of a previously
16  proposed improvements project that are no longer
17  part of this project -- it was a much larger
18  project -- this project that's currently being
19  proposed was pulled out of the much larger project
20  in 2019 -- I'm sorry -- in 2009.  In 2019 an EA was
21  approved for this project that we are discussing
22  this evening, and this is a public hearing.
23              The build alternative is described as
24  including the construction of a partially accessed
25  controlled, multilane facility from State Route 149
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 1  to SR 76/79, Dover Road, which would extend SR 374.
 2  And as I've already discussed, the improvements
 3  also include widening SR 149.
 4              The environmental assessment, which is
 5  available for view on some of the back tables,
 6  addresses several different topics.  I'm not going
 7  to go through each one of those, but some of these
 8  that are often referenced are noise, air quality
 9  impacts, soils, farmlands, cultural resources, and
10  park impacts -- park and recreational resources.
11              And the preliminary findings from this
12  environmental assessment and these technical
13  studies are as follows:
14              Regarding air quality:  The preliminary
15  determination for the project would have no effect.
16              Noise:  There will be 75 noise
17  sensitive receptors impacted by the project.
18              Historic architectural resources:
19  There's no effect.
20              Archaeology:  There is one potentially
21  eligible archaeological site that, if we cannot
22  avoid a phase two, more research will have to be --
23  will have to be conducted as the project moves
24  forward.
25              Hazardous materials:  Low or no
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 1  potential impacts.
 2              Recreational resources:  There is one
 3  resource, Smith Branch Recreational Area.  We will
 4  discuss it in a little more detail later on in the
 5  presentation.  It will be impacted, and there will
 6  be some mitigation associated with that.
 7              Relocations:  One residential
 8  relocation is anticipated.  No businesses or
 9  non-profit organizations are anticipated to be
10  relocated.
11              Farmland:  160 acres of farmland is
12  anticipated to be impacted.  71 acres are
13  considered to be prime.
14              Streams:  Approximately 3,800 linear
15  feet of intermittent streams are anticipated to be
16  impacted and 1,000 linear feet of perennial
17  streams.
18              Wetlands:  1.42 acres of wetlands
19  permanently impacted and another nominal amount of
20  temporary impacts are anticipated.
21              Threatened and endangered species:
22  There are a few bats that the U.S. Fish and
23  Wildlife Service in the state have a concern with
24  at this location.  The Indiana bat, northern
25  long-eared bat are those two species.  And there's
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 1  also a mussel that's native to the Cumberland River
 2  that they have concerns with, but they have
 3  concluded that the project is not likely to
 4  adversely affect these resources.
 5              Going back to the Smith Branch
 6  recreational facility and what it means to the
 7  transportation or the NEPA process.  The Smith
 8  Branch Recreational Area is considered a 4F
 9  resource.  So what is 4F?
10              The Federal Highway -- the Federal
11  Highway Administration "did not approve the use of
12  land for a significant publicly owned park or
13  recreational area, wildlife or wildlife rescue or
14  significant historic site unless a determination is
15  made that there's no prudent or feasible
16  alternative to the use of a land from the property,
17  and that the action includes all possible planning
18  to minimize harm to the property resulting from
19  such use."
20              There are a couple of pictures of the
21  Smith Branch Recreational Area that many of you,
22  I'm sure, are aware of.  The project is going to
23  have to -- we are going to have to acquire some
24  right of way before -- to construct the project
25  from this Smith Branch recreational area.
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 1              But the official jurisdiction, in this
 2  case, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has
 3  determined that our project, with mitigation, does
 4  not adversely affect the qualities, activities,
 5  features, or attributes of this resource.  And here
 6  is an illustration of the Smith Branch
 7  recreational -- the boat ramp and parking lot and
 8  our alignment as it's proposed.  Some of the
 9  mitigation is also illustrated on this feature.
10              The mitigation includes realigning and
11  paving the road leading to the boat ramp,
12  redesigning the boat ramp and the parking lot to
13  accommodate more -- up to 75 spaces for cars and
14  boat trailers, and the boat ramp itself will be
15  built -- redesigned to accommodate two boats at one
16  time.
17              Guardrails will also be constructed
18  around the parking area of the boat ramp, and the
19  access will be designed from the proposed
20  intersection at the new SR 74 route at Landing Gate
21  Road.
22              And there will also be an electrical
23  stub out along SR 374 where the bridge is that will
24  allow for the Corps to install lighting at the
25  recreational area.  And we would like your comments
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 1  on those as well.  That's part of this process that
 2  you-all comment on those -- on the impacts and the
 3  proposed improvements that are suggested for that
 4  facility.
 5              So as we discussed before, this is the
 6  public hearing for the project.  So the next steps
 7  afterwards is to receive comments and input from
 8  you-all from this endeavor.  And during the
 9  spring/summer or shortly thereafter, an alternative
10  will be selected, and then during the late summer,
11  fall/winter of this year we are going to prepare
12  the final NEPA document.
13              And after that, when funding becomes
14  available, the project will move forward to the
15  final design and right-of-way acquisition and
16  construction when funding becomes available.
17              And, again, all of this will be for
18  naught if we don't get good comments from you-all.
19  So please fill out your comment cards, place them
20  in the box in the back, speak to our court
21  reporter.  There's several different ways and
22  methods to capture your thoughts, but we need your
23  input to make this a better project for the
24  community.
25              With that being said, we will open it
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 1  up to the floor for any comments.
 2              MS. SCHULTE:  Before you give your
 3  comment, please state your name and address and
 4  remember that our court reporter is going to be
 5  recording your comments.  So please speak loudly,
 6  slowly, and clearly.  Thank you.
 7              MS. CANTRELL:  A lot of you that came in
 8  through the sign-in table should have received a
 9  handout.  If you didn't, please feel free to go pick
10  one up.  This contains a lot of the information, if
11  not all of it, that we've gone over today so you can
12  take it home and reference it later.  If you want to
13  wait to provide your comment until you've had time
14  to mull it over, that's perfectly fine.
15              Like Kathryn mentioned, you can provide
16  it through the mail and then we have got the -- you
17  can do it through the e-mail as well.  It's the
18  TDOT provided e-mail that, I think, is also on this
19  sheet.  It's on the comment card.  They send it
20  directly to the comment space.  So you have various
21  options to provide those comments if you don't feel
22  comfortable providing them today or if you just
23  need more time to think it over.
24              So if anybody has any questions, we can
25  go ahead and take those.
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 1              MR. SMITH:  Michael Smith, Brady
 2  Phillips Drive on Dotsonville Road.
 3              On the second slide, it had "noise" and
 4  it said 75.  What is that?  Because the road is
 5  going to be 100 feet behind my property.  Right
 6  now, I hear cows, ducks, and coyotes.  I'm going to
 7  hear plenty of traffic back there.  So where are
 8  they getting this "no noise" is effecting?
 9              MR. GOFFINET:  So the 75 -- there was 75
10  receptors or ohms that will be impacted by noise.
11  So those 75 are each -- are each individual
12  receptors, and there's a threshold of 66 dBA which
13  is modeled and measured.  And when you exceed that,
14  that limit, then the FHWA and the Department
15  evaluate mitigation, so through a barrier or other
16  needs.
17              MR. SMITH:  So what is that?  The 60,
18  how loud would that be?  Outputs to decibel.  You
19  said 60 decibels.  How loud would that be?
20              MS. CANTRELL:  I think Valerie may have
21  had this question.
22              MS. BIRCH:  It's the equivalent to -- do
23  you have a copy of the EA?  There's a graphic in
24  there that compares the noise decibel levels to
25  different things that you're familiar with.  I don't
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 1  know off the top of my head, but it's in there.
 2              MR. GOFFINET:  Yeah.  There are
 3  different sources of noise like an aircraft, what's
 4  similar to it.
 5              MR. SMITH:  But we are used to nothing
 6  because we have nothing, so there is a big
 7  difference.
 8              MR. GOFFINET:  Right.  There's no
 9  question that going from an environment to where no
10  road exists to introducing a new alignment that --
11  it will -- it's going to be different.  There's no
12  question.
13              MS. CANTRELL:  Do we have another
14  question?
15              MR. EISEMANN:  My name is Carl Eisemann.
16  I live out on Lylewood Road.
17              The first thing I have a comment on is
18  your slide says that construction doesn't start
19  until funding has been approved.  My question is
20  does it require only state legislature funding or
21  does it require any kind of federal funding?
22              And then the second part of the
23  question is you said that an adverse effect of not
24  building would adversely affect future mobility of
25  the impacted area.  If there were a moratorium on
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 1  construction in that area in the rural services
 2  district of this county, would that negate that
 3  comment?
 4              MR. HESTER:  I will try to answer your
 5  first question.  So the project is largely funded
 6  with federal dollars.  It's about 80 percent federal
 7  dollars and 20 percent State dollars to fund the
 8  project.
 9              Did that answer your question?
10              MR. EISEMANN:  I didn't hear you.
11              MR. HESTER:  I said it's largely funded
12  with federal dollars, the project is.  It's about
13  80/20.  It's 80 percent federally funded and
14  20 percent State funded.
15              MR. EISEMANN:  And the second part --
16  you said one of the negative impacts of not building
17  this would be -- it would adversely affect the
18  safety of the area.  If we had a moratorium on not
19  building further in the rural services area, would
20  that negate your safety concern?
21              MR. GOFFINET:  Yes.  I would have to
22  certainly refer to your local politicians and
23  planning organizations regarding, you know, what the
24  future plans are for Clarksville.  But, certainly,
25  if you negated any future development whatsoever, it
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 1  would lessen the need for the project.
 2              MS. CANTRELL:  Do we have any other
 3  questions or comments that you want to make during
 4  this time?
 5              MS. STEEN:  Monica Steen, and I live on
 6  Smith Branch Road.  So I guess my question is you're
 7  talking about revamping the boat ramp.  Where
 8  exactly is this road coming through to that where
 9  you're revamping the boat ramp?  Is it actually
10  going down Smith Branch Road or to the left or to
11  the right or, I guess, to the east or the west?
12              MR. GOFFINET:  It comes down Smith
13  Branch Road.  That's the way it would access, and
14  then it would actually go underneath the proposed
15  bridge, the access road, to gain access to the boat
16  ramp.
17              MS. STEEN:  Okay.  So basically, this is
18  going to come through my front yard.
19              MR. GOFFINET:  We can look at the map.
20              MR. WINN:  Steve Winn, C Booth Road.
21              I didn't see on the maps any access
22  roads to farmland.  So that's my question because a
23  guy next to me -- you know, I personally have
24  access because I already have a road present.  But
25  the guy next to me is not going to have any access
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 1  to, you know, hundreds of acres.  So is that still
 2  in planning or what?
 3              MR. GOFFINET:  Yeah.  I think the
 4  ultimate access has yet to be determined, but that's
 5  certainly one thing that we are very cognizant of is
 6  the access to the farmlands -- the farmlands that
 7  would be bisected by the project.
 8              MS. CANTRELL:  Shane, correct me if I'm
 9  wrong, but that will be further refined as we get
10  into the process of those additional questions about
11  access.
12              MR. HESTER:  Yes.
13              MS. CANTRELL:  So as we get further into
14  design and to right-of-way, we will know a little
15  bit more about that.
16              MS. FINK:  Nicole Fink, Trey Phillips
17  Road.
18              Just a quick question to clarify.  On
19  the presentation, it looked like the start was in
20  one spot and the end was in one spot.  But looking
21  at these maps, it's a little bit broken up.  So
22  where exactly is it starting and where exactly is
23  it ending as far as the construction goes on?
24              MR. GOFFINET:  Sure.
25              MS. FINK:  Because I know on one of
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 1  these maps it starts -- it has it beginning by Trey
 2  Phillips Road and then ends by Dover Road, and then
 3  it has kind of the river as a separate section.  But
 4  on the presentation, it looks like it started in the
 5  north and ended in the south.
 6              MR. HESTER:  So this is a very expensive
 7  project, as you can imagine, for the Department.
 8  Probably estimated at north of a hundred million
 9  dollars.  The project is being completed in two
10  phases.
11              Phase one is the 149 section over to
12  Dotsonville Road.  And phase two is from
13  Dotsonville Road over to Dover Road.  So we are
14  here talking about the entire segment.
15              MS. CANTRELL:  Does anybody else have a
16  comment or a question?
17              MR. DEVINE:  Phil Devine, 1124 York
18  Meadows Road.  So are you saying that it's two
19  projects, not one?  You will have funding for the
20  first half of the project, which will be from 149 to
21  Dotsonville Road, and then we'll have to go through
22  this process again from Dotsonville to Dover?
23              MR. HESTER:  Yes.  Just due to the
24  magnitude of the cost of the overall project, our
25  annual budget doesn't allow to do -- that's a mega
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 1  project for us, and we have things going north of a
 2  hundred million dollars, that's a very large
 3  project.  We look at -- when we have large corridor
 4  projects like this, we look at constructing them in
 5  phases that we can fit within our yearly budget.
 6              MR. DEVINE:  And once you get this
 7  approval you are not going to need to do this again
 8  for phase two?
 9              MR. HESTER:  No, sir, not the NEPA
10  hearing.
11              MS. CANTRELL:  That's why we cover it in
12  all in one, to make sure of the NEPA, but design is
13  covered into two sections.
14              MR. DEVINE:  (inaudible; off
15  microphone).
16              MS. SMITH:  Michelle Smith Brandy
17  Phillips Drive.
18              I'm just wondering how much funding you
19  have for this project already.
20              MR. HESTER:  How much funding we have
21  for the project?
22              MS. SMITH:  Yes, sir.
23              MR. HESTER:  So the project has been
24  funded for engineering.  Like I mentioned in my part
25  of the presentation, our projects are funded in
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 1  basically four phases.  We are funded for
 2  preliminary engineering to basically take us to
 3  about 40 to 50 percent design.  Then the project --
 4  well, it's a legislative project, so our next
 5  funding approval will be to fund the project for
 6  right-of-way appraisals and acquisition, and utility
 7  coordination.  That occurs at about the
 8  60 percent -- excuse me -- the preliminary
 9  engineering took us to about 60 percent, and then
10  once we get into the right-of-way and acquisition
11  phase, that will start the acquisition of the
12  necessary right of way, and we'll continue to
13  develop our plans to completion, basically, in the
14  right-of-way phase.
15              Once the project is funded for
16  construction we're ready.  Our designs are
17  complete.  We purchased -- or acquired all the
18  necessary right of way coordinated with the
19  affected utility owners.  We secured all of our
20  permits.  We got our NEPA document in place.  We
21  have done everything in the project development
22  process to basically -- to boot the project from
23  private development to construction.
24              MS. SMITH:  And you said federal funding
25  is 80 percent; is that correct?
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 1              MR. HESTER:  Yes, ma'am.
 2              MS. FINK:  Nicole Fink, Trey Phillips.
 3  Is the detailed plans right here in this
 4  presentation available online for us to be able to
 5  look at it again?
 6              MR. HESTER:  We have a project web page
 7  for this project, and we can put these PDFs of the
 8  layouts on there for sure.
 9              MS. CANTRELL:  And we already have a
10  certain amount of this information available in the
11  environmental document in the appendices.  These,
12  obviously, are in a little bit different format.  So
13  the environmental document is already on the project
14  website.  And then after the hearing, we will upload
15  all of the materials that we have seen today so you
16  will have access to that later.
17              MR. MIKSIC:  Hi.  My name is Terry
18  Miksic.  I'm in Woodlawn.  This may be beyond the
19  scope of this discussion, but one of the reasons we
20  are having this road put in is to help alleviate the
21  traffic issues in Clarksville and to provide
22  circular traffic around the city.
23              As we look at the map, we see it ending
24  at 149.  Is there any place we could go to find the
25  information that's going to take this road all the
0024
 1  way out to I-24 to really cause -- to really
 2  alleviate the issues that we have in our
 3  infrastructure?
 4              MR. HESTER:  That, I'm not aware.
 5  That's beyond the scope of this project for sure.
 6              MS. CANTRELL:  It is beyond the scope of
 7  the project, and I think that in conversations with
 8  the City of Clarksville and the MPO -- because they
 9  do a lot of the plans for what they are wanting in
10  and around the area, I think they might be a good
11  place to start to see when they expect to have that
12  come around.
13              MR. SMITH:  Who is wanting the
14  extension?  The city or the state to go around the
15  149?  Because the city does 99 percent of the
16  building at the interstate.  So all we are doing out
17  here is making it easier to get to the other side of
18  the river and, I mean, you're going to shorten the
19  time, I understand that, but you're also going to
20  have alleviation where people are going out that way
21  for no purpose or reason.
22              I'm out in the country because I want
23  to be in the country.  I don't want the traffic
24  coming by me.  I don't want the city encroaching on
25  me.  That's why I live in the country.
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 1              This town, this city government, has
 2  done nothing for us county folk.  I mean, they
 3  leave us hanging dry, and they put everything out
 4  on that side of town.  So is this our city wanting
 5  this out there because if -- I'm going to have to
 6  fight that.
 7              MR. HESTER:  Good question.  I don't
 8  know that I know the answer to that.  I will say,
 9  you know, this project went through a planning
10  process and that was completed several years ago.
11  And most of, like I said earlier, a lot of this work
12  is already constructed or under construction and
13  this is the remaining piece of those planning
14  efforts.  So I'm not really sure where that
15  initiated or how the project was initiated.  That's
16  a good question.  I don't know the answer to that.
17              MS. FINK:  Nicole Fink, Trey Phillips.
18  So assuming that you get the funding and everything
19  gets approved, what's the timeline for construction
20  from phase one to the end of that versus the start
21  of phase two to the end of that?
22              MR. HESTER:  So your phase one
23  construction project is five miles long and includes
24  the big river bridge over the Cumberland River.
25  You're looking at a three-plus year construction
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 1  project, for sure.
 2              Phase two is probably going to be a
 3  little bit less than that because it's only about
 4  two miles in length.  A lot of this works on the
 5  alignment.  I would estimate that the phase two
 6  work could probably be constructed within two
 7  years.  Those are estimates, though.
 8              MS. CANTRELL:  Do we have any other
 9  questions or comments?
10              MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC:  We cannot hear
11  you, and you're talking so fast.
12              MS. CANTRELL:  Do you want to give a
13  comment?
14              MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC:  I just want to
15  hear.
16              MS. CANTRELL:  Okay.
17              MR. DEVINE:  (Inaudible; off
18  microphone).
19              MR. HESTER:  Even before it gets to that
20  point, it's years.
21              In regards to the timeline, I mean, our
22  projects take a long time.  They don't happen
23  overnight.  There's a lot of work that goes into
24  all of this.  Nationally -- on a national average,
25  a project of this size probably takes about 8 to 12
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 1  years to basically -- from the planning phase to
 2  the construction.  So it is a lengthy process and
 3  we understand that, but there's a lot of things
 4  that you have to go through to make sure that
 5  everything is in place and correct.
 6              MS. CANTRELL:  Do we have anymore
 7  questions or comments?
 8              MS. OBRIEN:  My name is Anja O'brien.
 9  Lewis Lane off 149.  I just want to know what the
10  reasoning is why you're starting over here on 149
11  instead of continuing on 374 from where you left it
12  off to begin with?  You say it was shorter and
13  cheaper.  That shorter section can be done quicker
14  and be cheaper before you do the big thing with the
15  bridge with what you call phase one.
16              MR. HESTER:  So ideally, phase one is
17  the larger project, and it's going to take longer to
18  construct.  It doesn't mean that we won't fund the
19  project for construction, maybe, phase one in one
20  fiscal year and then we may follow it up in a year
21  or two with funding for the other one.  So they may,
22  actually, if you're looking at the overall timeline,
23  it could potentially, if you're bringing our budget
24  to fund it for construction, they could all be
25  completed at one time.
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 1              Does that make sense?  It's going to
 2  take longer to construct the initial phase.
 3              MS. OBRIEN:  No, it doesn't make sense.
 4  To me, it would be -- make more sense if you
 5  continue on where you left off where it dead ends
 6  right now at 374 and do your cheaper, shorter
 7  project first.
 8              And then on top of that, one other
 9  reason I'm thinking in the back of my head, 149
10  going all the way across the river and end at
11  Dotsonville Road -- now people that live over there
12  on Dotsonville Road call it the Dotsonville 500.
13  And if you have been driving on that road, people
14  are flying down that road.  It's very, very, very
15  curvy.  Now think, a five-lane road and going to
16  Dotsonville Road, what do you think is going to
17  happen?
18              And then -- you finished your project,
19  oh, we don't have no funding; let's take another
20  five years.  These people that live on Dotsonville
21  Road are pulling their hair out.  It's already a
22  whole lot of traffic.  You are going to overload
23  that road quick.
24              I don't think that's the right thing to
25  do as phase one, just my personal opinion.
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 1              MS. CANTRELL:  Does anybody else have a
 2  comment or a question?
 3              MS. FINK:  Nicole Fink, Trey Phillips.
 4              You may or may not be able to answer
 5  this.  What's the impact that this will have on our
 6  property taxes?
 7              MS. CANTRELL:  I think that is beyond
 8  the scope of what we are going to know.  I think
 9  that's going to be a little more local than what we
10  are going to have control over.
11              MR. HACHWELL:  Rick Hachwell off of Gip
12  Manning Road.
13              Hey, sir, if we finish phase one what's
14  the chances of opening that road from 49 to
15  Dotsonville before phase two starts?
16              MR. HESTER:  I would think it's a good
17  chance.  You have got -- it would -- basically, you
18  know, we got a project under construction here right
19  now to widen State Routes 13 and 48 from right here
20  at Zinc Plant Road over to 149, and then the
21  widening continues from there up to River Road.  So,
22  you know, like I said previously, the projects are
23  total about a $65 million job legislative contract,
24  and we just don't have room in our budget to
25  basically fund these large projects.  We have to
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 1  break them into pieces to be able to afford to fund
 2  those.
 3              So, I mean, this project will get you
 4  over to where the work that phase one -- the
 5  project that's currently under construction will
 6  get you over to where phase one is currently going
 7  to begin, and then that would get you to
 8  Dotsonville Road.
 9              Like I said, if our funding lines up,
10  we could possibly have both of the projects under
11  construction at the same time.
12              MS. CANTRELL:  Do we have any additional
13  comments or questions?
14              (No Response.)
15              MS. CANTRELL:  And like we mentioned
16  before, the comments and questions that we took
17  today during the presentation will also go into the
18  development of the next phase in the environmental
19  document, but we would also like to continue to hear
20  from you.  If you have written comments that you
21  want to provide, we have a box up here for those.
22  You can also mail those in later if you want to or
23  provide an e-mail comment as described on your
24  handout.
25              We have the court reporter up here if
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 1  you want to give a verbal comment, and we will have
 2  that available to you.  We are going to be here
 3  until 7:00 or until nobody is here, so whichever
 4  happens first.
 5              The TDOT folks and our consultants are
 6  going to continue to hang around.  If you have
 7  informal questions, feel free to ask us and we can
 8  talk through those.  Just be aware that any
 9  comments that you want recorded for our process
10  will need to be either in writing or given to the
11  court reporter.  So thank you everybody for coming.
12  Feel free to hang around and ask us questions, and
13  do give us your comments.
14              MS. LANDRY:  My name Sheila Landry.  I
15  live at 1667 Adswood Road.  And my concern is if
16  they're going to do this in phases and phase one is
17  finished and they open that part and traffic starts
18  flowing down Dotsonville Road, it's going to be a
19  big concern for the amount of traffic.
20              And, again, like the other person spoke
21  on the -- the road is very windy, curvy, and
22  several accidents on the road, fatalities, since I
23  have lived here in the last five years, and I'm
24  very concerned about opening the first set of the
25  project and letting Dotsonville handle the traffic
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 1  flow from there.
 2              THE COURT REPORTER:  Does that end your
 3  comment?
 4              MS. LANDRY:  Yes.
 5              THE COURT REPORTER:  Thank you.
 6              MR. EISEMANN:  My name is Carl Eisemann,
 7  and I live at 4545 Lylewood Road in the route.
 8              My basic comment is that this meeting
 9  has highlighted the Clarksville city versus the
10  county fight about what is developed and what is
11  not developed.  It is general perception in the
12  county that the county/city building and planning
13  commission will give any builder the nod to build
14  whatever they want to build.  You can look at the
15  property tax maps, the assessor's maps, and see
16  where builders have acquired major parcels of land
17  knowing that in their mind this will be a completed
18  project.
19              So that's the big thing within the
20  city/county of Clarksville -- is county versus
21  city.  The unified government was defeated, and
22  that's the reason it was defeated.
23              THE COURT REPORTER:  Does that end your
24  comment?
25              MR. EISEMANN:  End of comment.
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 1              THE COURT REPORTER:  Thank you.
 2              (WHEREUPON, the hearing remained open
 3  for additional public comments.  No additional
 4  comments were made.)
 5              (WHEREUPON, the foregoing proceedings
 6  were concluded at 7:00 p.m.)
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		161						LN		6		22		false		      22  information on that.  So we are going to pass it				false

		162						LN		6		23		false		      23  over to Jason, and then after his portion we'll				false

		163						LN		6		24		false		      24  take some questions.				false

		164						LN		6		25		false		      25  ///				false
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		166						LN		7		1		false		       1              MR. GOFFINET:  Okay.  Good evening.				false

		167						LN		7		2		false		       2  Bear with me.  I've got about 15, 16 slides here				false

		168						LN		7		3		false		       3  just to tell you a little bit more about the NEPA				false

		169						LN		7		4		false		       4  process so we can get back to visiting the displays				false

		170						LN		7		5		false		       5  and answering your questions.				false

		171						LN		7		6		false		       6              So why are we having this hearing this				false

		172						LN		7		7		false		       7  evening?  The purpose of this meeting is to explain				false

		173						LN		7		8		false		       8  the proposed project, explain the impact --				false

		174						LN		7		9		false		       9  anticipated impacts to social, cultural, or the				false

		175						LN		7		10		false		      10  natural environment, and also to explain the				false

		176						LN		7		11		false		      11  Section 4(f), the de minimis process and the				false

		177						LN		7		12		false		      12  preliminary determination that the FHWA has made,				false

		178						LN		7		13		false		      13  and also to get feedback to answer your questions				false

		179						LN		7		14		false		      14  regarding the proposed project.				false

		180						LN		7		15		false		      15              Your comments are extremely important.				false

		181						LN		7		16		false		      16  That's why we are going -- why we are doing this so				false

		182						LN		7		17		false		      17  that it gives you an opportunity to give us				false

		183						LN		7		18		false		      18  feedback and help develop the project.				false

		184						LN		7		19		false		      19              And as it's already been discussed,				false

		185						LN		7		20		false		      20  this is a visual of the base of TDOT's planned				false

		186						LN		7		21		false		      21  development process.  The planning has already been				false

		187						LN		7		22		false		      22  conducted.  This is the environmental process.  As				false

		188						LN		7		23		false		      23  it moves forward, there will be a design				false

		189						LN		7		24		false		      24  right-of-way and construction process.				false

		190						LN		7		25		false		      25              The SR 374 project begins at SR 149 at				false

		191						PG		8		0		false		page 8				false

		192						LN		8		1		false		       1  River Road and ends at SR 76/US 79, Dover Road.				false

		193						LN		8		2		false		       2  The project length is approximately 7.2 miles on				false

		194						LN		8		3		false		       3  new location, which includes a bridge over the				false

		195						LN		8		4		false		       4  Cumberland River, and approximately one mile of				false

		196						LN		8		5		false		       5  other improvements including widening along SR 149				false

		197						LN		8		6		false		       6  from River Road to about 1700 feet west of the				false

		198						LN		8		7		false		       7  Cumberland Heights Road intersection.				false

		199						LN		8		8		false		       8              The purpose of the proposed project is				false

		200						LN		8		9		false		       9  to inhibit -- the enhanced quarter linkages within				false

		201						LN		8		10		false		      10  the Clarksville area and improve the mobility				false

		202						LN		8		11		false		      11  around Clarksville.  The project is intended to				false

		203						LN		8		12		false		      12  address the system linkage, accommodate future				false

		204						LN		8		13		false		      13  transportation demands, improve the operational				false

		205						LN		8		14		false		      14  efficiency and improve safety.				false

		206						LN		8		15		false		      15              In 2019, elements of a previously				false

		207						LN		8		16		false		      16  proposed improvements project that are no longer				false

		208						LN		8		17		false		      17  part of this project -- it was a much larger				false

		209						LN		8		18		false		      18  project -- this project that's currently being				false

		210						LN		8		19		false		      19  proposed was pulled out of the much larger project				false

		211						LN		8		20		false		      20  in 2019 -- I'm sorry -- in 2009.  In 2019 an EA was				false

		212						LN		8		21		false		      21  approved for this project that we are discussing				false

		213						LN		8		22		false		      22  this evening, and this is a public hearing.				false

		214						LN		8		23		false		      23              The build alternative is described as				false

		215						LN		8		24		false		      24  including the construction of a partially accessed				false

		216						LN		8		25		false		      25  controlled, multilane facility from State Route 149				false

		217						PG		9		0		false		page 9				false

		218						LN		9		1		false		       1  to SR 76/79, Dover Road, which would extend SR 374.				false

		219						LN		9		2		false		       2  And as I've already discussed, the improvements				false

		220						LN		9		3		false		       3  also include widening SR 149.				false

		221						LN		9		4		false		       4              The environmental assessment, which is				false

		222						LN		9		5		false		       5  available for view on some of the back tables,				false

		223						LN		9		6		false		       6  addresses several different topics.  I'm not going				false

		224						LN		9		7		false		       7  to go through each one of those, but some of these				false

		225						LN		9		8		false		       8  that are often referenced are noise, air quality				false

		226						LN		9		9		false		       9  impacts, soils, farmlands, cultural resources, and				false

		227						LN		9		10		false		      10  park impacts -- park and recreational resources.				false

		228						LN		9		11		false		      11              And the preliminary findings from this				false

		229						LN		9		12		false		      12  environmental assessment and these technical				false

		230						LN		9		13		false		      13  studies are as follows:				false

		231						LN		9		14		false		      14              Regarding air quality:  The preliminary				false

		232						LN		9		15		false		      15  determination for the project would have no effect.				false

		233						LN		9		16		false		      16              Noise:  There will be 75 noise				false

		234						LN		9		17		false		      17  sensitive receptors impacted by the project.				false

		235						LN		9		18		false		      18              Historic architectural resources:				false

		236						LN		9		19		false		      19  There's no effect.				false

		237						LN		9		20		false		      20              Archaeology:  There is one potentially				false

		238						LN		9		21		false		      21  eligible archaeological site that, if we cannot				false

		239						LN		9		22		false		      22  avoid a phase two, more research will have to be --				false

		240						LN		9		23		false		      23  will have to be conducted as the project moves				false

		241						LN		9		24		false		      24  forward.				false

		242						LN		9		25		false		      25              Hazardous materials:  Low or no				false

		243						PG		10		0		false		page 10				false

		244						LN		10		1		false		       1  potential impacts.				false

		245						LN		10		2		false		       2              Recreational resources:  There is one				false

		246						LN		10		3		false		       3  resource, Smith Branch Recreational Area.  We will				false

		247						LN		10		4		false		       4  discuss it in a little more detail later on in the				false

		248						LN		10		5		false		       5  presentation.  It will be impacted, and there will				false

		249						LN		10		6		false		       6  be some mitigation associated with that.				false

		250						LN		10		7		false		       7              Relocations:  One residential				false

		251						LN		10		8		false		       8  relocation is anticipated.  No businesses or				false

		252						LN		10		9		false		       9  non-profit organizations are anticipated to be				false

		253						LN		10		10		false		      10  relocated.				false

		254						LN		10		11		false		      11              Farmland:  160 acres of farmland is				false

		255						LN		10		12		false		      12  anticipated to be impacted.  71 acres are				false

		256						LN		10		13		false		      13  considered to be prime.				false

		257						LN		10		14		false		      14              Streams:  Approximately 3,800 linear				false

		258						LN		10		15		false		      15  feet of intermittent streams are anticipated to be				false

		259						LN		10		16		false		      16  impacted and 1,000 linear feet of perennial				false

		260						LN		10		17		false		      17  streams.				false

		261						LN		10		18		false		      18              Wetlands:  1.42 acres of wetlands				false

		262						LN		10		19		false		      19  permanently impacted and another nominal amount of				false

		263						LN		10		20		false		      20  temporary impacts are anticipated.				false

		264						LN		10		21		false		      21              Threatened and endangered species:				false

		265						LN		10		22		false		      22  There are a few bats that the U.S. Fish and				false

		266						LN		10		23		false		      23  Wildlife Service in the state have a concern with				false

		267						LN		10		24		false		      24  at this location.  The Indiana bat, northern				false

		268						LN		10		25		false		      25  long-eared bat are those two species.  And there's				false

		269						PG		11		0		false		page 11				false

		270						LN		11		1		false		       1  also a mussel that's native to the Cumberland River				false

		271						LN		11		2		false		       2  that they have concerns with, but they have				false

		272						LN		11		3		false		       3  concluded that the project is not likely to				false

		273						LN		11		4		false		       4  adversely affect these resources.				false

		274						LN		11		5		false		       5              Going back to the Smith Branch				false

		275						LN		11		6		false		       6  recreational facility and what it means to the				false

		276						LN		11		7		false		       7  transportation or the NEPA process.  The Smith				false

		277						LN		11		8		false		       8  Branch Recreational Area is considered a 4F				false

		278						LN		11		9		false		       9  resource.  So what is 4F?				false

		279						LN		11		10		false		      10              The Federal Highway -- the Federal				false

		280						LN		11		11		false		      11  Highway Administration "did not approve the use of				false

		281						LN		11		12		false		      12  land for a significant publicly owned park or				false

		282						LN		11		13		false		      13  recreational area, wildlife or wildlife rescue or				false

		283						LN		11		14		false		      14  significant historic site unless a determination is				false

		284						LN		11		15		false		      15  made that there's no prudent or feasible				false

		285						LN		11		16		false		      16  alternative to the use of a land from the property,				false

		286						LN		11		17		false		      17  and that the action includes all possible planning				false

		287						LN		11		18		false		      18  to minimize harm to the property resulting from				false

		288						LN		11		19		false		      19  such use."				false

		289						LN		11		20		false		      20              There are a couple of pictures of the				false

		290						LN		11		21		false		      21  Smith Branch Recreational Area that many of you,				false

		291						LN		11		22		false		      22  I'm sure, are aware of.  The project is going to				false

		292						LN		11		23		false		      23  have to -- we are going to have to acquire some				false

		293						LN		11		24		false		      24  right of way before -- to construct the project				false

		294						LN		11		25		false		      25  from this Smith Branch recreational area.				false

		295						PG		12		0		false		page 12				false

		296						LN		12		1		false		       1              But the official jurisdiction, in this				false

		297						LN		12		2		false		       2  case, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has				false

		298						LN		12		3		false		       3  determined that our project, with mitigation, does				false

		299						LN		12		4		false		       4  not adversely affect the qualities, activities,				false

		300						LN		12		5		false		       5  features, or attributes of this resource.  And here				false

		301						LN		12		6		false		       6  is an illustration of the Smith Branch				false

		302						LN		12		7		false		       7  recreational -- the boat ramp and parking lot and				false

		303						LN		12		8		false		       8  our alignment as it's proposed.  Some of the				false

		304						LN		12		9		false		       9  mitigation is also illustrated on this feature.				false

		305						LN		12		10		false		      10              The mitigation includes realigning and				false

		306						LN		12		11		false		      11  paving the road leading to the boat ramp,				false

		307						LN		12		12		false		      12  redesigning the boat ramp and the parking lot to				false

		308						LN		12		13		false		      13  accommodate more -- up to 75 spaces for cars and				false

		309						LN		12		14		false		      14  boat trailers, and the boat ramp itself will be				false

		310						LN		12		15		false		      15  built -- redesigned to accommodate two boats at one				false

		311						LN		12		16		false		      16  time.				false

		312						LN		12		17		false		      17              Guardrails will also be constructed				false

		313						LN		12		18		false		      18  around the parking area of the boat ramp, and the				false

		314						LN		12		19		false		      19  access will be designed from the proposed				false

		315						LN		12		20		false		      20  intersection at the new SR 74 route at Landing Gate				false

		316						LN		12		21		false		      21  Road.				false

		317						LN		12		22		false		      22              And there will also be an electrical				false

		318						LN		12		23		false		      23  stub out along SR 374 where the bridge is that will				false

		319						LN		12		24		false		      24  allow for the Corps to install lighting at the				false

		320						LN		12		25		false		      25  recreational area.  And we would like your comments				false

		321						PG		13		0		false		page 13				false

		322						LN		13		1		false		       1  on those as well.  That's part of this process that				false

		323						LN		13		2		false		       2  you-all comment on those -- on the impacts and the				false

		324						LN		13		3		false		       3  proposed improvements that are suggested for that				false

		325						LN		13		4		false		       4  facility.				false

		326						LN		13		5		false		       5              So as we discussed before, this is the				false

		327						LN		13		6		false		       6  public hearing for the project.  So the next steps				false

		328						LN		13		7		false		       7  afterwards is to receive comments and input from				false

		329						LN		13		8		false		       8  you-all from this endeavor.  And during the				false

		330						LN		13		9		false		       9  spring/summer or shortly thereafter, an alternative				false

		331						LN		13		10		false		      10  will be selected, and then during the late summer,				false

		332						LN		13		11		false		      11  fall/winter of this year we are going to prepare				false

		333						LN		13		12		false		      12  the final NEPA document.				false

		334						LN		13		13		false		      13              And after that, when funding becomes				false

		335						LN		13		14		false		      14  available, the project will move forward to the				false

		336						LN		13		15		false		      15  final design and right-of-way acquisition and				false

		337						LN		13		16		false		      16  construction when funding becomes available.				false

		338						LN		13		17		false		      17              And, again, all of this will be for				false

		339						LN		13		18		false		      18  naught if we don't get good comments from you-all.				false

		340						LN		13		19		false		      19  So please fill out your comment cards, place them				false

		341						LN		13		20		false		      20  in the box in the back, speak to our court				false

		342						LN		13		21		false		      21  reporter.  There's several different ways and				false

		343						LN		13		22		false		      22  methods to capture your thoughts, but we need your				false

		344						LN		13		23		false		      23  input to make this a better project for the				false

		345						LN		13		24		false		      24  community.				false

		346						LN		13		25		false		      25              With that being said, we will open it				false

		347						PG		14		0		false		page 14				false

		348						LN		14		1		false		       1  up to the floor for any comments.				false

		349						LN		14		2		false		       2              MS. SCHULTE:  Before you give your				false

		350						LN		14		3		false		       3  comment, please state your name and address and				false

		351						LN		14		4		false		       4  remember that our court reporter is going to be				false

		352						LN		14		5		false		       5  recording your comments.  So please speak loudly,				false

		353						LN		14		6		false		       6  slowly, and clearly.  Thank you.				false

		354						LN		14		7		false		       7              MS. CANTRELL:  A lot of you that came in				false

		355						LN		14		8		false		       8  through the sign-in table should have received a				false

		356						LN		14		9		false		       9  handout.  If you didn't, please feel free to go pick				false

		357						LN		14		10		false		      10  one up.  This contains a lot of the information, if				false

		358						LN		14		11		false		      11  not all of it, that we've gone over today so you can				false

		359						LN		14		12		false		      12  take it home and reference it later.  If you want to				false

		360						LN		14		13		false		      13  wait to provide your comment until you've had time				false

		361						LN		14		14		false		      14  to mull it over, that's perfectly fine.				false

		362						LN		14		15		false		      15              Like Kathryn mentioned, you can provide				false

		363						LN		14		16		false		      16  it through the mail and then we have got the -- you				false

		364						LN		14		17		false		      17  can do it through the e-mail as well.  It's the				false

		365						LN		14		18		false		      18  TDOT provided e-mail that, I think, is also on this				false

		366						LN		14		19		false		      19  sheet.  It's on the comment card.  They send it				false

		367						LN		14		20		false		      20  directly to the comment space.  So you have various				false

		368						LN		14		21		false		      21  options to provide those comments if you don't feel				false

		369						LN		14		22		false		      22  comfortable providing them today or if you just				false

		370						LN		14		23		false		      23  need more time to think it over.				false

		371						LN		14		24		false		      24              So if anybody has any questions, we can				false

		372						LN		14		25		false		      25  go ahead and take those.				false

		373						PG		15		0		false		page 15				false

		374						LN		15		1		false		       1              MR. SMITH:  Michael Smith, Brady				false

		375						LN		15		2		false		       2  Phillips Drive on Dotsonville Road.				false

		376						LN		15		3		false		       3              On the second slide, it had "noise" and				false

		377						LN		15		4		false		       4  it said 75.  What is that?  Because the road is				false

		378						LN		15		5		false		       5  going to be 100 feet behind my property.  Right				false

		379						LN		15		6		false		       6  now, I hear cows, ducks, and coyotes.  I'm going to				false

		380						LN		15		7		false		       7  hear plenty of traffic back there.  So where are				false

		381						LN		15		8		false		       8  they getting this "no noise" is effecting?				false

		382						LN		15		9		false		       9              MR. GOFFINET:  So the 75 -- there was 75				false

		383						LN		15		10		false		      10  receptors or ohms that will be impacted by noise.				false

		384						LN		15		11		false		      11  So those 75 are each -- are each individual				false

		385						LN		15		12		false		      12  receptors, and there's a threshold of 66 dBA which				false

		386						LN		15		13		false		      13  is modeled and measured.  And when you exceed that,				false

		387						LN		15		14		false		      14  that limit, then the FHWA and the Department				false

		388						LN		15		15		false		      15  evaluate mitigation, so through a barrier or other				false

		389						LN		15		16		false		      16  needs.				false

		390						LN		15		17		false		      17              MR. SMITH:  So what is that?  The 60,				false

		391						LN		15		18		false		      18  how loud would that be?  Outputs to decibel.  You				false

		392						LN		15		19		false		      19  said 60 decibels.  How loud would that be?				false

		393						LN		15		20		false		      20              MS. CANTRELL:  I think Valerie may have				false

		394						LN		15		21		false		      21  had this question.				false

		395						LN		15		22		false		      22              MS. BIRCH:  It's the equivalent to -- do				false

		396						LN		15		23		false		      23  you have a copy of the EA?  There's a graphic in				false

		397						LN		15		24		false		      24  there that compares the noise decibel levels to				false

		398						LN		15		25		false		      25  different things that you're familiar with.  I don't				false

		399						PG		16		0		false		page 16				false

		400						LN		16		1		false		       1  know off the top of my head, but it's in there.				false

		401						LN		16		2		false		       2              MR. GOFFINET:  Yeah.  There are				false

		402						LN		16		3		false		       3  different sources of noise like an aircraft, what's				false

		403						LN		16		4		false		       4  similar to it.				false

		404						LN		16		5		false		       5              MR. SMITH:  But we are used to nothing				false

		405						LN		16		6		false		       6  because we have nothing, so there is a big				false

		406						LN		16		7		false		       7  difference.				false

		407						LN		16		8		false		       8              MR. GOFFINET:  Right.  There's no				false

		408						LN		16		9		false		       9  question that going from an environment to where no				false

		409						LN		16		10		false		      10  road exists to introducing a new alignment that --				false

		410						LN		16		11		false		      11  it will -- it's going to be different.  There's no				false

		411						LN		16		12		false		      12  question.				false

		412						LN		16		13		false		      13              MS. CANTRELL:  Do we have another				false

		413						LN		16		14		false		      14  question?				false

		414						LN		16		15		false		      15              MR. EISEMANN:  My name is Carl Eisemann.				false

		415						LN		16		16		false		      16  I live out on Lylewood Road.				false

		416						LN		16		17		false		      17              The first thing I have a comment on is				false

		417						LN		16		18		false		      18  your slide says that construction doesn't start				false

		418						LN		16		19		false		      19  until funding has been approved.  My question is				false

		419						LN		16		20		false		      20  does it require only state legislature funding or				false

		420						LN		16		21		false		      21  does it require any kind of federal funding?				false

		421						LN		16		22		false		      22              And then the second part of the				false

		422						LN		16		23		false		      23  question is you said that an adverse effect of not				false

		423						LN		16		24		false		      24  building would adversely affect future mobility of				false

		424						LN		16		25		false		      25  the impacted area.  If there were a moratorium on				false
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		426						LN		17		1		false		       1  construction in that area in the rural services				false

		427						LN		17		2		false		       2  district of this county, would that negate that				false

		428						LN		17		3		false		       3  comment?				false

		429						LN		17		4		false		       4              MR. HESTER:  I will try to answer your				false

		430						LN		17		5		false		       5  first question.  So the project is largely funded				false

		431						LN		17		6		false		       6  with federal dollars.  It's about 80 percent federal				false

		432						LN		17		7		false		       7  dollars and 20 percent State dollars to fund the				false

		433						LN		17		8		false		       8  project.				false

		434						LN		17		9		false		       9              Did that answer your question?				false

		435						LN		17		10		false		      10              MR. EISEMANN:  I didn't hear you.				false

		436						LN		17		11		false		      11              MR. HESTER:  I said it's largely funded				false

		437						LN		17		12		false		      12  with federal dollars, the project is.  It's about				false

		438						LN		17		13		false		      13  80/20.  It's 80 percent federally funded and				false

		439						LN		17		14		false		      14  20 percent State funded.				false

		440						LN		17		15		false		      15              MR. EISEMANN:  And the second part --				false

		441						LN		17		16		false		      16  you said one of the negative impacts of not building				false

		442						LN		17		17		false		      17  this would be -- it would adversely affect the				false

		443						LN		17		18		false		      18  safety of the area.  If we had a moratorium on not				false

		444						LN		17		19		false		      19  building further in the rural services area, would				false

		445						LN		17		20		false		      20  that negate your safety concern?				false

		446						LN		17		21		false		      21              MR. GOFFINET:  Yes.  I would have to				false

		447						LN		17		22		false		      22  certainly refer to your local politicians and				false

		448						LN		17		23		false		      23  planning organizations regarding, you know, what the				false

		449						LN		17		24		false		      24  future plans are for Clarksville.  But, certainly,				false

		450						LN		17		25		false		      25  if you negated any future development whatsoever, it				false
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		452						LN		18		1		false		       1  would lessen the need for the project.				false

		453						LN		18		2		false		       2              MS. CANTRELL:  Do we have any other				false

		454						LN		18		3		false		       3  questions or comments that you want to make during				false

		455						LN		18		4		false		       4  this time?				false

		456						LN		18		5		false		       5              MS. STEEN:  Monica Steen, and I live on				false

		457						LN		18		6		false		       6  Smith Branch Road.  So I guess my question is you're				false

		458						LN		18		7		false		       7  talking about revamping the boat ramp.  Where				false

		459						LN		18		8		false		       8  exactly is this road coming through to that where				false

		460						LN		18		9		false		       9  you're revamping the boat ramp?  Is it actually				false

		461						LN		18		10		false		      10  going down Smith Branch Road or to the left or to				false

		462						LN		18		11		false		      11  the right or, I guess, to the east or the west?				false

		463						LN		18		12		false		      12              MR. GOFFINET:  It comes down Smith				false

		464						LN		18		13		false		      13  Branch Road.  That's the way it would access, and				false

		465						LN		18		14		false		      14  then it would actually go underneath the proposed				false

		466						LN		18		15		false		      15  bridge, the access road, to gain access to the boat				false

		467						LN		18		16		false		      16  ramp.				false

		468						LN		18		17		false		      17              MS. STEEN:  Okay.  So basically, this is				false

		469						LN		18		18		false		      18  going to come through my front yard.				false

		470						LN		18		19		false		      19              MR. GOFFINET:  We can look at the map.				false

		471						LN		18		20		false		      20              MR. WINN:  Steve Winn, C Booth Road.				false

		472						LN		18		21		false		      21              I didn't see on the maps any access				false

		473						LN		18		22		false		      22  roads to farmland.  So that's my question because a				false

		474						LN		18		23		false		      23  guy next to me -- you know, I personally have				false

		475						LN		18		24		false		      24  access because I already have a road present.  But				false

		476						LN		18		25		false		      25  the guy next to me is not going to have any access				false
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		478						LN		19		1		false		       1  to, you know, hundreds of acres.  So is that still				false

		479						LN		19		2		false		       2  in planning or what?				false

		480						LN		19		3		false		       3              MR. GOFFINET:  Yeah.  I think the				false

		481						LN		19		4		false		       4  ultimate access has yet to be determined, but that's				false

		482						LN		19		5		false		       5  certainly one thing that we are very cognizant of is				false

		483						LN		19		6		false		       6  the access to the farmlands -- the farmlands that				false

		484						LN		19		7		false		       7  would be bisected by the project.				false

		485						LN		19		8		false		       8              MS. CANTRELL:  Shane, correct me if I'm				false

		486						LN		19		9		false		       9  wrong, but that will be further refined as we get				false

		487						LN		19		10		false		      10  into the process of those additional questions about				false

		488						LN		19		11		false		      11  access.				false

		489						LN		19		12		false		      12              MR. HESTER:  Yes.				false

		490						LN		19		13		false		      13              MS. CANTRELL:  So as we get further into				false

		491						LN		19		14		false		      14  design and to right-of-way, we will know a little				false

		492						LN		19		15		false		      15  bit more about that.				false

		493						LN		19		16		false		      16              MS. FINK:  Nicole Fink, Trey Phillips				false

		494						LN		19		17		false		      17  Road.				false

		495						LN		19		18		false		      18              Just a quick question to clarify.  On				false

		496						LN		19		19		false		      19  the presentation, it looked like the start was in				false

		497						LN		19		20		false		      20  one spot and the end was in one spot.  But looking				false

		498						LN		19		21		false		      21  at these maps, it's a little bit broken up.  So				false

		499						LN		19		22		false		      22  where exactly is it starting and where exactly is				false

		500						LN		19		23		false		      23  it ending as far as the construction goes on?				false

		501						LN		19		24		false		      24              MR. GOFFINET:  Sure.				false

		502						LN		19		25		false		      25              MS. FINK:  Because I know on one of				false
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		504						LN		20		1		false		       1  these maps it starts -- it has it beginning by Trey				false

		505						LN		20		2		false		       2  Phillips Road and then ends by Dover Road, and then				false

		506						LN		20		3		false		       3  it has kind of the river as a separate section.  But				false

		507						LN		20		4		false		       4  on the presentation, it looks like it started in the				false

		508						LN		20		5		false		       5  north and ended in the south.				false

		509						LN		20		6		false		       6              MR. HESTER:  So this is a very expensive				false

		510						LN		20		7		false		       7  project, as you can imagine, for the Department.				false

		511						LN		20		8		false		       8  Probably estimated at north of a hundred million				false

		512						LN		20		9		false		       9  dollars.  The project is being completed in two				false

		513						LN		20		10		false		      10  phases.				false

		514						LN		20		11		false		      11              Phase one is the 149 section over to				false

		515						LN		20		12		false		      12  Dotsonville Road.  And phase two is from				false

		516						LN		20		13		false		      13  Dotsonville Road over to Dover Road.  So we are				false

		517						LN		20		14		false		      14  here talking about the entire segment.				false

		518						LN		20		15		false		      15              MS. CANTRELL:  Does anybody else have a				false

		519						LN		20		16		false		      16  comment or a question?				false

		520						LN		20		17		false		      17              MR. DEVINE:  Phil Devine, 1124 York				false

		521						LN		20		18		false		      18  Meadows Road.  So are you saying that it's two				false

		522						LN		20		19		false		      19  projects, not one?  You will have funding for the				false

		523						LN		20		20		false		      20  first half of the project, which will be from 149 to				false

		524						LN		20		21		false		      21  Dotsonville Road, and then we'll have to go through				false

		525						LN		20		22		false		      22  this process again from Dotsonville to Dover?				false

		526						LN		20		23		false		      23              MR. HESTER:  Yes.  Just due to the				false

		527						LN		20		24		false		      24  magnitude of the cost of the overall project, our				false

		528						LN		20		25		false		      25  annual budget doesn't allow to do -- that's a mega				false
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		530						LN		21		1		false		       1  project for us, and we have things going north of a				false

		531						LN		21		2		false		       2  hundred million dollars, that's a very large				false

		532						LN		21		3		false		       3  project.  We look at -- when we have large corridor				false

		533						LN		21		4		false		       4  projects like this, we look at constructing them in				false

		534						LN		21		5		false		       5  phases that we can fit within our yearly budget.				false

		535						LN		21		6		false		       6              MR. DEVINE:  And once you get this				false

		536						LN		21		7		false		       7  approval you are not going to need to do this again				false

		537						LN		21		8		false		       8  for phase two?				false

		538						LN		21		9		false		       9              MR. HESTER:  No, sir, not the NEPA				false

		539						LN		21		10		false		      10  hearing.				false

		540						LN		21		11		false		      11              MS. CANTRELL:  That's why we cover it in				false

		541						LN		21		12		false		      12  all in one, to make sure of the NEPA, but design is				false

		542						LN		21		13		false		      13  covered into two sections.				false

		543						LN		21		14		false		      14              MR. DEVINE:  (inaudible; off				false

		544						LN		21		15		false		      15  microphone).				false

		545						LN		21		16		false		      16              MS. SMITH:  Michelle Smith Brandy				false

		546						LN		21		17		false		      17  Phillips Drive.				false

		547						LN		21		18		false		      18              I'm just wondering how much funding you				false

		548						LN		21		19		false		      19  have for this project already.				false

		549						LN		21		20		false		      20              MR. HESTER:  How much funding we have				false

		550						LN		21		21		false		      21  for the project?				false

		551						LN		21		22		false		      22              MS. SMITH:  Yes, sir.				false

		552						LN		21		23		false		      23              MR. HESTER:  So the project has been				false

		553						LN		21		24		false		      24  funded for engineering.  Like I mentioned in my part				false

		554						LN		21		25		false		      25  of the presentation, our projects are funded in				false
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		556						LN		22		1		false		       1  basically four phases.  We are funded for				false

		557						LN		22		2		false		       2  preliminary engineering to basically take us to				false

		558						LN		22		3		false		       3  about 40 to 50 percent design.  Then the project --				false

		559						LN		22		4		false		       4  well, it's a legislative project, so our next				false

		560						LN		22		5		false		       5  funding approval will be to fund the project for				false

		561						LN		22		6		false		       6  right-of-way appraisals and acquisition, and utility				false

		562						LN		22		7		false		       7  coordination.  That occurs at about the				false

		563						LN		22		8		false		       8  60 percent -- excuse me -- the preliminary				false

		564						LN		22		9		false		       9  engineering took us to about 60 percent, and then				false

		565						LN		22		10		false		      10  once we get into the right-of-way and acquisition				false

		566						LN		22		11		false		      11  phase, that will start the acquisition of the				false

		567						LN		22		12		false		      12  necessary right of way, and we'll continue to				false

		568						LN		22		13		false		      13  develop our plans to completion, basically, in the				false

		569						LN		22		14		false		      14  right-of-way phase.				false

		570						LN		22		15		false		      15              Once the project is funded for				false

		571						LN		22		16		false		      16  construction we're ready.  Our designs are				false

		572						LN		22		17		false		      17  complete.  We purchased -- or acquired all the				false

		573						LN		22		18		false		      18  necessary right of way coordinated with the				false

		574						LN		22		19		false		      19  affected utility owners.  We secured all of our				false

		575						LN		22		20		false		      20  permits.  We got our NEPA document in place.  We				false

		576						LN		22		21		false		      21  have done everything in the project development				false

		577						LN		22		22		false		      22  process to basically -- to boot the project from				false

		578						LN		22		23		false		      23  private development to construction.				false

		579						LN		22		24		false		      24              MS. SMITH:  And you said federal funding				false

		580						LN		22		25		false		      25  is 80 percent; is that correct?				false
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		582						LN		23		1		false		       1              MR. HESTER:  Yes, ma'am.				false

		583						LN		23		2		false		       2              MS. FINK:  Nicole Fink, Trey Phillips.				false

		584						LN		23		3		false		       3  Is the detailed plans right here in this				false

		585						LN		23		4		false		       4  presentation available online for us to be able to				false

		586						LN		23		5		false		       5  look at it again?				false

		587						LN		23		6		false		       6              MR. HESTER:  We have a project web page				false

		588						LN		23		7		false		       7  for this project, and we can put these PDFs of the				false

		589						LN		23		8		false		       8  layouts on there for sure.				false

		590						LN		23		9		false		       9              MS. CANTRELL:  And we already have a				false

		591						LN		23		10		false		      10  certain amount of this information available in the				false

		592						LN		23		11		false		      11  environmental document in the appendices.  These,				false

		593						LN		23		12		false		      12  obviously, are in a little bit different format.  So				false

		594						LN		23		13		false		      13  the environmental document is already on the project				false

		595						LN		23		14		false		      14  website.  And then after the hearing, we will upload				false

		596						LN		23		15		false		      15  all of the materials that we have seen today so you				false

		597						LN		23		16		false		      16  will have access to that later.				false

		598						LN		23		17		false		      17              MR. MIKSIC:  Hi.  My name is Terry				false

		599						LN		23		18		false		      18  Miksic.  I'm in Woodlawn.  This may be beyond the				false

		600						LN		23		19		false		      19  scope of this discussion, but one of the reasons we				false

		601						LN		23		20		false		      20  are having this road put in is to help alleviate the				false

		602						LN		23		21		false		      21  traffic issues in Clarksville and to provide				false

		603						LN		23		22		false		      22  circular traffic around the city.				false

		604						LN		23		23		false		      23              As we look at the map, we see it ending				false

		605						LN		23		24		false		      24  at 149.  Is there any place we could go to find the				false

		606						LN		23		25		false		      25  information that's going to take this road all the				false
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		608						LN		24		1		false		       1  way out to I-24 to really cause -- to really				false

		609						LN		24		2		false		       2  alleviate the issues that we have in our				false

		610						LN		24		3		false		       3  infrastructure?				false

		611						LN		24		4		false		       4              MR. HESTER:  That, I'm not aware.				false

		612						LN		24		5		false		       5  That's beyond the scope of this project for sure.				false

		613						LN		24		6		false		       6              MS. CANTRELL:  It is beyond the scope of				false

		614						LN		24		7		false		       7  the project, and I think that in conversations with				false

		615						LN		24		8		false		       8  the City of Clarksville and the MPO -- because they				false

		616						LN		24		9		false		       9  do a lot of the plans for what they are wanting in				false

		617						LN		24		10		false		      10  and around the area, I think they might be a good				false

		618						LN		24		11		false		      11  place to start to see when they expect to have that				false

		619						LN		24		12		false		      12  come around.				false

		620						LN		24		13		false		      13              MR. SMITH:  Who is wanting the				false

		621						LN		24		14		false		      14  extension?  The city or the state to go around the				false

		622						LN		24		15		false		      15  149?  Because the city does 99 percent of the				false

		623						LN		24		16		false		      16  building at the interstate.  So all we are doing out				false

		624						LN		24		17		false		      17  here is making it easier to get to the other side of				false

		625						LN		24		18		false		      18  the river and, I mean, you're going to shorten the				false

		626						LN		24		19		false		      19  time, I understand that, but you're also going to				false

		627						LN		24		20		false		      20  have alleviation where people are going out that way				false

		628						LN		24		21		false		      21  for no purpose or reason.				false

		629						LN		24		22		false		      22              I'm out in the country because I want				false

		630						LN		24		23		false		      23  to be in the country.  I don't want the traffic				false

		631						LN		24		24		false		      24  coming by me.  I don't want the city encroaching on				false

		632						LN		24		25		false		      25  me.  That's why I live in the country.				false
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		634						LN		25		1		false		       1              This town, this city government, has				false

		635						LN		25		2		false		       2  done nothing for us county folk.  I mean, they				false

		636						LN		25		3		false		       3  leave us hanging dry, and they put everything out				false

		637						LN		25		4		false		       4  on that side of town.  So is this our city wanting				false

		638						LN		25		5		false		       5  this out there because if -- I'm going to have to				false

		639						LN		25		6		false		       6  fight that.				false

		640						LN		25		7		false		       7              MR. HESTER:  Good question.  I don't				false

		641						LN		25		8		false		       8  know that I know the answer to that.  I will say,				false

		642						LN		25		9		false		       9  you know, this project went through a planning				false

		643						LN		25		10		false		      10  process and that was completed several years ago.				false

		644						LN		25		11		false		      11  And most of, like I said earlier, a lot of this work				false

		645						LN		25		12		false		      12  is already constructed or under construction and				false

		646						LN		25		13		false		      13  this is the remaining piece of those planning				false

		647						LN		25		14		false		      14  efforts.  So I'm not really sure where that				false

		648						LN		25		15		false		      15  initiated or how the project was initiated.  That's				false

		649						LN		25		16		false		      16  a good question.  I don't know the answer to that.				false

		650						LN		25		17		false		      17              MS. FINK:  Nicole Fink, Trey Phillips.				false

		651						LN		25		18		false		      18  So assuming that you get the funding and everything				false

		652						LN		25		19		false		      19  gets approved, what's the timeline for construction				false

		653						LN		25		20		false		      20  from phase one to the end of that versus the start				false

		654						LN		25		21		false		      21  of phase two to the end of that?				false

		655						LN		25		22		false		      22              MR. HESTER:  So your phase one				false

		656						LN		25		23		false		      23  construction project is five miles long and includes				false

		657						LN		25		24		false		      24  the big river bridge over the Cumberland River.				false

		658						LN		25		25		false		      25  You're looking at a three-plus year construction				false
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		660						LN		26		1		false		       1  project, for sure.				false

		661						LN		26		2		false		       2              Phase two is probably going to be a				false

		662						LN		26		3		false		       3  little bit less than that because it's only about				false

		663						LN		26		4		false		       4  two miles in length.  A lot of this works on the				false

		664						LN		26		5		false		       5  alignment.  I would estimate that the phase two				false
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       1                       *    *    *

       2

       3              MS. SCHULTE:  Welcome tonight to the

       4  NEPA Public Hearing held by the Tennessee Department

       5  of Transportation concerning the State Route 374

       6  extension.  My name is Kathryn Schulte, and I'm the

       7  Community Relations Officer for Region 3 for TDOT.

       8  Our purpose for being here tonight is to provide

       9  details on the proposed project and receive your

      10  comments.

      11              There are three ways to give us a

      12  comment.  You can ask it or state it during the

      13  question-and-answer period following the

      14  presentation.  If you prefer to give a comment but

      15  don't want to give it in front of the group, you

      16  can give it directly to our court reporter

      17  following the presentation.  You can also write

      18  down your comment and put it in the comment box,

      19  and you can mail that as well if you would like

      20  some additional time to fill that out.  We need to

      21  have any written comments received within 21 days.

      22              If you have other questions about the

      23  proposed project but don't care to make a formal

      24  on-the-record comment, you can catch us after the

      25  presentation.  Most of us are wearing gold name
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       1  badges but not all.  Just look for the Tennessee

       2  Department of Transportation logo.

       3              And with that, I will turn it over to

       4  Shane Hester, who is the Development Director for

       5  TDOT Region 3.

       6              MR. HESTER:  Thank you, Katy.  As Katy

       7  mentioned, my name is Shane Hester.  I'm the

       8  Director of Project Development in Region 3.  So I

       9  want to talk to you a little bit about why we are

      10  here tonight.  Several years ago there was an

      11  initiative to create a --

      12              MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC:  Can't hear you.

      13              MR. HESTER:  Several years ago there was

      14  an initiative to create a circumferential loop road

      15  around the City of Clarksville.  So to date we have

      16  constructed -- or are under construction for the

      17  majority of the project and we're here talking about

      18  the remaining segment that's under development right

      19  now that extends from 149 over to State Route 76/US

      20  79.

      21              So let me talk to you just a little bit

      22  about the type of projects that we deliver to

      23  contract.  Our projects are categorized in two

      24  categories.  We have problematic projects, and we

      25  have a legislative projects.  Our problematic
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       1  projects are the projects that I like to think is

       2  that's -- that's our projects that maintain or

       3  infrastructure.  Those are basically our bridge

       4  replacements, our resurfacing jobs, the bridge

       5  repair jobs -- things of that nature.

       6              Our legislative projects are the

       7  projects that are basically -- that add to or

       8  modify our existing infrastructure.  So this is

       9  what this is.  This is a legislative project.

      10              So those projects are funded in four

      11  phases.  They are funded -- there's two engineering

      12  phases.  There's a NEPA phase, and then there's a

      13  design phase that's considered both preliminary

      14  engineering phases, and then there's a right-of-way

      15  phase, and there's a construction phase.

      16              So right now we are in the very first

      17  phase of preliminary engineering.  It's the

      18  preliminary engineering NEPA phase.  And basically

      19  what that does is it allows us to do enough

      20  engineering work to establish the project footprint

      21  on the bill of alternatives that were identified

      22  for the project.  So I know you've probably seen

      23  surveyors, and we've got some early designs here in

      24  the back.  That's basically what we've done today.

      25  So we're -- right now we are at about, probably,
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       1  the 20 to 30 percent project development phase.

       2              So after we complete the NEPA phase, we

       3  will then move into full design phase, and we'll

       4  progress the plans to about 60 or 70 percent

       5  completion.  And then once the project is funded

       6  for right of way, that will allow us to begin

       7  right-of-way appraisals and acquisitions, and it

       8  will also allow us to start with utility

       9  coordination with any affected utilities.

      10              So that process -- the design process

      11  to get to the right-of-way phase is probably going

      12  take about another two years.  All right.  The

      13  right-of-way process, due to the large volume of

      14  tracts involved, is going to take probably 30 to 36

      15  months to complete the right-of-way process.  So I

      16  want to make -- let everybody know that we are

      17  still a ways away from moving dirt out on the

      18  project.  There's still a lot of work to be done

      19  here.

      20              So with that, I want to turn it over to

      21  Ms. Holly and let her talk a little bit more about

      22  the NEPA process.

      23              MS. CANTRELL:  Hello, everybody.

      24              On the announcements that you've seen,

      25  you've seen "Please contact Holly" --
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       1              MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC:  Can you talk

       2  louder?

       3              MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC:  Hey, we can't

       4  hear you.

       5              MS. CANTRELL:  For all the notices that

       6  everybody has seen, you have seen, "Please contact

       7  Holly Cantrell for information about the project as

       8  it relates to NEPA," that's me.

       9              I'm actually not going to talk a whole

      10  lot about this today.  I'm going to be passing it

      11  on to our consultant, Jason Goffinet, with Volkert,

      12  and he is going to tell us a little bit more about

      13  that because his company has been drafting the

      14  document.

      15              I did want to let everybody know a

      16  little rough schedule for the NEPA process.  Our

      17  part, as it relates to what Shane was just talking

      18  about, is expected to be completed, hopefully, by

      19  the end of this year, and then the time frames that

      20  Shane talked about will come into play.

      21              That's just a little bit more

      22  information on that.  So we are going to pass it

      23  over to Jason, and then after his portion we'll

      24  take some questions.

      25  ///
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       1              MR. GOFFINET:  Okay.  Good evening.

       2  Bear with me.  I've got about 15, 16 slides here

       3  just to tell you a little bit more about the NEPA

       4  process so we can get back to visiting the displays

       5  and answering your questions.

       6              So why are we having this hearing this

       7  evening?  The purpose of this meeting is to explain

       8  the proposed project, explain the impact --

       9  anticipated impacts to social, cultural, or the

      10  natural environment, and also to explain the

      11  Section 4(f), the de minimis process and the

      12  preliminary determination that the FHWA has made,

      13  and also to get feedback to answer your questions

      14  regarding the proposed project.

      15              Your comments are extremely important.

      16  That's why we are going -- why we are doing this so

      17  that it gives you an opportunity to give us

      18  feedback and help develop the project.

      19              And as it's already been discussed,

      20  this is a visual of the base of TDOT's planned

      21  development process.  The planning has already been

      22  conducted.  This is the environmental process.  As

      23  it moves forward, there will be a design

      24  right-of-way and construction process.

      25              The SR 374 project begins at SR 149 at
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       1  River Road and ends at SR 76/US 79, Dover Road.

       2  The project length is approximately 7.2 miles on

       3  new location, which includes a bridge over the

       4  Cumberland River, and approximately one mile of

       5  other improvements including widening along SR 149

       6  from River Road to about 1700 feet west of the

       7  Cumberland Heights Road intersection.

       8              The purpose of the proposed project is

       9  to inhibit -- the enhanced quarter linkages within

      10  the Clarksville area and improve the mobility

      11  around Clarksville.  The project is intended to

      12  address the system linkage, accommodate future

      13  transportation demands, improve the operational

      14  efficiency and improve safety.

      15              In 2019, elements of a previously

      16  proposed improvements project that are no longer

      17  part of this project -- it was a much larger

      18  project -- this project that's currently being

      19  proposed was pulled out of the much larger project

      20  in 2019 -- I'm sorry -- in 2009.  In 2019 an EA was

      21  approved for this project that we are discussing

      22  this evening, and this is a public hearing.

      23              The build alternative is described as

      24  including the construction of a partially accessed

      25  controlled, multilane facility from State Route 149
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       1  to SR 76/79, Dover Road, which would extend SR 374.

       2  And as I've already discussed, the improvements

       3  also include widening SR 149.

       4              The environmental assessment, which is

       5  available for view on some of the back tables,

       6  addresses several different topics.  I'm not going

       7  to go through each one of those, but some of these

       8  that are often referenced are noise, air quality

       9  impacts, soils, farmlands, cultural resources, and

      10  park impacts -- park and recreational resources.

      11              And the preliminary findings from this

      12  environmental assessment and these technical

      13  studies are as follows:

      14              Regarding air quality:  The preliminary

      15  determination for the project would have no effect.

      16              Noise:  There will be 75 noise

      17  sensitive receptors impacted by the project.

      18              Historic architectural resources:

      19  There's no effect.

      20              Archaeology:  There is one potentially

      21  eligible archaeological site that, if we cannot

      22  avoid a phase two, more research will have to be --

      23  will have to be conducted as the project moves

      24  forward.

      25              Hazardous materials:  Low or no
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       1  potential impacts.

       2              Recreational resources:  There is one

       3  resource, Smith Branch Recreational Area.  We will

       4  discuss it in a little more detail later on in the

       5  presentation.  It will be impacted, and there will

       6  be some mitigation associated with that.

       7              Relocations:  One residential

       8  relocation is anticipated.  No businesses or

       9  non-profit organizations are anticipated to be

      10  relocated.

      11              Farmland:  160 acres of farmland is

      12  anticipated to be impacted.  71 acres are

      13  considered to be prime.

      14              Streams:  Approximately 3,800 linear

      15  feet of intermittent streams are anticipated to be

      16  impacted and 1,000 linear feet of perennial

      17  streams.

      18              Wetlands:  1.42 acres of wetlands

      19  permanently impacted and another nominal amount of

      20  temporary impacts are anticipated.

      21              Threatened and endangered species:

      22  There are a few bats that the U.S. Fish and

      23  Wildlife Service in the state have a concern with

      24  at this location.  The Indiana bat, northern

      25  long-eared bat are those two species.  And there's
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       1  also a mussel that's native to the Cumberland River

       2  that they have concerns with, but they have

       3  concluded that the project is not likely to

       4  adversely affect these resources.

       5              Going back to the Smith Branch

       6  recreational facility and what it means to the

       7  transportation or the NEPA process.  The Smith

       8  Branch Recreational Area is considered a 4F

       9  resource.  So what is 4F?

      10              The Federal Highway -- the Federal

      11  Highway Administration "did not approve the use of

      12  land for a significant publicly owned park or

      13  recreational area, wildlife or wildlife rescue or

      14  significant historic site unless a determination is

      15  made that there's no prudent or feasible

      16  alternative to the use of a land from the property,

      17  and that the action includes all possible planning

      18  to minimize harm to the property resulting from

      19  such use."

      20              There are a couple of pictures of the

      21  Smith Branch Recreational Area that many of you,

      22  I'm sure, are aware of.  The project is going to

      23  have to -- we are going to have to acquire some

      24  right of way before -- to construct the project

      25  from this Smith Branch recreational area.
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       1              But the official jurisdiction, in this

       2  case, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has

       3  determined that our project, with mitigation, does

       4  not adversely affect the qualities, activities,

       5  features, or attributes of this resource.  And here

       6  is an illustration of the Smith Branch

       7  recreational -- the boat ramp and parking lot and

       8  our alignment as it's proposed.  Some of the

       9  mitigation is also illustrated on this feature.

      10              The mitigation includes realigning and

      11  paving the road leading to the boat ramp,

      12  redesigning the boat ramp and the parking lot to

      13  accommodate more -- up to 75 spaces for cars and

      14  boat trailers, and the boat ramp itself will be

      15  built -- redesigned to accommodate two boats at one

      16  time.

      17              Guardrails will also be constructed

      18  around the parking area of the boat ramp, and the

      19  access will be designed from the proposed

      20  intersection at the new SR 74 route at Landing Gate

      21  Road.

      22              And there will also be an electrical

      23  stub out along SR 374 where the bridge is that will

      24  allow for the Corps to install lighting at the

      25  recreational area.  And we would like your comments
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       1  on those as well.  That's part of this process that

       2  you-all comment on those -- on the impacts and the

       3  proposed improvements that are suggested for that

       4  facility.

       5              So as we discussed before, this is the

       6  public hearing for the project.  So the next steps

       7  afterwards is to receive comments and input from

       8  you-all from this endeavor.  And during the

       9  spring/summer or shortly thereafter, an alternative

      10  will be selected, and then during the late summer,

      11  fall/winter of this year we are going to prepare

      12  the final NEPA document.

      13              And after that, when funding becomes

      14  available, the project will move forward to the

      15  final design and right-of-way acquisition and

      16  construction when funding becomes available.

      17              And, again, all of this will be for

      18  naught if we don't get good comments from you-all.

      19  So please fill out your comment cards, place them

      20  in the box in the back, speak to our court

      21  reporter.  There's several different ways and

      22  methods to capture your thoughts, but we need your

      23  input to make this a better project for the

      24  community.

      25              With that being said, we will open it
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       1  up to the floor for any comments.

       2              MS. SCHULTE:  Before you give your

       3  comment, please state your name and address and

       4  remember that our court reporter is going to be

       5  recording your comments.  So please speak loudly,

       6  slowly, and clearly.  Thank you.

       7              MS. CANTRELL:  A lot of you that came in

       8  through the sign-in table should have received a

       9  handout.  If you didn't, please feel free to go pick

      10  one up.  This contains a lot of the information, if

      11  not all of it, that we've gone over today so you can

      12  take it home and reference it later.  If you want to

      13  wait to provide your comment until you've had time

      14  to mull it over, that's perfectly fine.

      15              Like Kathryn mentioned, you can provide

      16  it through the mail and then we have got the -- you

      17  can do it through the e-mail as well.  It's the

      18  TDOT provided e-mail that, I think, is also on this

      19  sheet.  It's on the comment card.  They send it

      20  directly to the comment space.  So you have various

      21  options to provide those comments if you don't feel

      22  comfortable providing them today or if you just

      23  need more time to think it over.

      24              So if anybody has any questions, we can

      25  go ahead and take those.
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       1              MR. SMITH:  Michael Smith, Brady

       2  Phillips Drive on Dotsonville Road.

       3              On the second slide, it had "noise" and

       4  it said 75.  What is that?  Because the road is

       5  going to be 100 feet behind my property.  Right

       6  now, I hear cows, ducks, and coyotes.  I'm going to

       7  hear plenty of traffic back there.  So where are

       8  they getting this "no noise" is effecting?

       9              MR. GOFFINET:  So the 75 -- there was 75

      10  receptors or ohms that will be impacted by noise.

      11  So those 75 are each -- are each individual

      12  receptors, and there's a threshold of 66 dBA which

      13  is modeled and measured.  And when you exceed that,

      14  that limit, then the FHWA and the Department

      15  evaluate mitigation, so through a barrier or other

      16  needs.

      17              MR. SMITH:  So what is that?  The 60,

      18  how loud would that be?  Outputs to decibel.  You

      19  said 60 decibels.  How loud would that be?

      20              MS. CANTRELL:  I think Valerie may have

      21  had this question.

      22              MS. BIRCH:  It's the equivalent to -- do

      23  you have a copy of the EA?  There's a graphic in

      24  there that compares the noise decibel levels to

      25  different things that you're familiar with.  I don't
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       1  know off the top of my head, but it's in there.

       2              MR. GOFFINET:  Yeah.  There are

       3  different sources of noise like an aircraft, what's

       4  similar to it.

       5              MR. SMITH:  But we are used to nothing

       6  because we have nothing, so there is a big

       7  difference.

       8              MR. GOFFINET:  Right.  There's no

       9  question that going from an environment to where no

      10  road exists to introducing a new alignment that --

      11  it will -- it's going to be different.  There's no

      12  question.

      13              MS. CANTRELL:  Do we have another

      14  question?

      15              MR. EISEMANN:  My name is Carl Eisemann.

      16  I live out on Lylewood Road.

      17              The first thing I have a comment on is

      18  your slide says that construction doesn't start

      19  until funding has been approved.  My question is

      20  does it require only state legislature funding or

      21  does it require any kind of federal funding?

      22              And then the second part of the

      23  question is you said that an adverse effect of not

      24  building would adversely affect future mobility of

      25  the impacted area.  If there were a moratorium on
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       1  construction in that area in the rural services

       2  district of this county, would that negate that

       3  comment?

       4              MR. HESTER:  I will try to answer your

       5  first question.  So the project is largely funded

       6  with federal dollars.  It's about 80 percent federal

       7  dollars and 20 percent State dollars to fund the

       8  project.

       9              Did that answer your question?

      10              MR. EISEMANN:  I didn't hear you.

      11              MR. HESTER:  I said it's largely funded

      12  with federal dollars, the project is.  It's about

      13  80/20.  It's 80 percent federally funded and

      14  20 percent State funded.

      15              MR. EISEMANN:  And the second part --

      16  you said one of the negative impacts of not building

      17  this would be -- it would adversely affect the

      18  safety of the area.  If we had a moratorium on not

      19  building further in the rural services area, would

      20  that negate your safety concern?

      21              MR. GOFFINET:  Yes.  I would have to

      22  certainly refer to your local politicians and

      23  planning organizations regarding, you know, what the

      24  future plans are for Clarksville.  But, certainly,

      25  if you negated any future development whatsoever, it
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       1  would lessen the need for the project.

       2              MS. CANTRELL:  Do we have any other

       3  questions or comments that you want to make during

       4  this time?

       5              MS. STEEN:  Monica Steen, and I live on

       6  Smith Branch Road.  So I guess my question is you're

       7  talking about revamping the boat ramp.  Where

       8  exactly is this road coming through to that where

       9  you're revamping the boat ramp?  Is it actually

      10  going down Smith Branch Road or to the left or to

      11  the right or, I guess, to the east or the west?

      12              MR. GOFFINET:  It comes down Smith

      13  Branch Road.  That's the way it would access, and

      14  then it would actually go underneath the proposed

      15  bridge, the access road, to gain access to the boat

      16  ramp.

      17              MS. STEEN:  Okay.  So basically, this is

      18  going to come through my front yard.

      19              MR. GOFFINET:  We can look at the map.

      20              MR. WINN:  Steve Winn, C Booth Road.

      21              I didn't see on the maps any access

      22  roads to farmland.  So that's my question because a

      23  guy next to me -- you know, I personally have

      24  access because I already have a road present.  But

      25  the guy next to me is not going to have any access
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       1  to, you know, hundreds of acres.  So is that still

       2  in planning or what?

       3              MR. GOFFINET:  Yeah.  I think the

       4  ultimate access has yet to be determined, but that's

       5  certainly one thing that we are very cognizant of is

       6  the access to the farmlands -- the farmlands that

       7  would be bisected by the project.

       8              MS. CANTRELL:  Shane, correct me if I'm

       9  wrong, but that will be further refined as we get

      10  into the process of those additional questions about

      11  access.

      12              MR. HESTER:  Yes.

      13              MS. CANTRELL:  So as we get further into

      14  design and to right-of-way, we will know a little

      15  bit more about that.

      16              MS. FINK:  Nicole Fink, Trey Phillips

      17  Road.

      18              Just a quick question to clarify.  On

      19  the presentation, it looked like the start was in

      20  one spot and the end was in one spot.  But looking

      21  at these maps, it's a little bit broken up.  So

      22  where exactly is it starting and where exactly is

      23  it ending as far as the construction goes on?

      24              MR. GOFFINET:  Sure.

      25              MS. FINK:  Because I know on one of
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       1  these maps it starts -- it has it beginning by Trey

       2  Phillips Road and then ends by Dover Road, and then

       3  it has kind of the river as a separate section.  But

       4  on the presentation, it looks like it started in the

       5  north and ended in the south.

       6              MR. HESTER:  So this is a very expensive

       7  project, as you can imagine, for the Department.

       8  Probably estimated at north of a hundred million

       9  dollars.  The project is being completed in two

      10  phases.

      11              Phase one is the 149 section over to

      12  Dotsonville Road.  And phase two is from

      13  Dotsonville Road over to Dover Road.  So we are

      14  here talking about the entire segment.

      15              MS. CANTRELL:  Does anybody else have a

      16  comment or a question?

      17              MR. DEVINE:  Phil Devine, 1124 York

      18  Meadows Road.  So are you saying that it's two

      19  projects, not one?  You will have funding for the

      20  first half of the project, which will be from 149 to

      21  Dotsonville Road, and then we'll have to go through

      22  this process again from Dotsonville to Dover?

      23              MR. HESTER:  Yes.  Just due to the

      24  magnitude of the cost of the overall project, our

      25  annual budget doesn't allow to do -- that's a mega
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       1  project for us, and we have things going north of a

       2  hundred million dollars, that's a very large

       3  project.  We look at -- when we have large corridor

       4  projects like this, we look at constructing them in

       5  phases that we can fit within our yearly budget.

       6              MR. DEVINE:  And once you get this

       7  approval you are not going to need to do this again

       8  for phase two?

       9              MR. HESTER:  No, sir, not the NEPA

      10  hearing.

      11              MS. CANTRELL:  That's why we cover it in

      12  all in one, to make sure of the NEPA, but design is

      13  covered into two sections.

      14              MR. DEVINE:  (inaudible; off

      15  microphone).

      16              MS. SMITH:  Michelle Smith Brandy

      17  Phillips Drive.

      18              I'm just wondering how much funding you

      19  have for this project already.

      20              MR. HESTER:  How much funding we have

      21  for the project?

      22              MS. SMITH:  Yes, sir.

      23              MR. HESTER:  So the project has been

      24  funded for engineering.  Like I mentioned in my part

      25  of the presentation, our projects are funded in
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       1  basically four phases.  We are funded for

       2  preliminary engineering to basically take us to

       3  about 40 to 50 percent design.  Then the project --

       4  well, it's a legislative project, so our next

       5  funding approval will be to fund the project for

       6  right-of-way appraisals and acquisition, and utility

       7  coordination.  That occurs at about the

       8  60 percent -- excuse me -- the preliminary

       9  engineering took us to about 60 percent, and then

      10  once we get into the right-of-way and acquisition

      11  phase, that will start the acquisition of the

      12  necessary right of way, and we'll continue to

      13  develop our plans to completion, basically, in the

      14  right-of-way phase.

      15              Once the project is funded for

      16  construction we're ready.  Our designs are

      17  complete.  We purchased -- or acquired all the

      18  necessary right of way coordinated with the

      19  affected utility owners.  We secured all of our

      20  permits.  We got our NEPA document in place.  We

      21  have done everything in the project development

      22  process to basically -- to boot the project from

      23  private development to construction.

      24              MS. SMITH:  And you said federal funding

      25  is 80 percent; is that correct?
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       1              MR. HESTER:  Yes, ma'am.

       2              MS. FINK:  Nicole Fink, Trey Phillips.

       3  Is the detailed plans right here in this

       4  presentation available online for us to be able to

       5  look at it again?

       6              MR. HESTER:  We have a project web page

       7  for this project, and we can put these PDFs of the

       8  layouts on there for sure.

       9              MS. CANTRELL:  And we already have a

      10  certain amount of this information available in the

      11  environmental document in the appendices.  These,

      12  obviously, are in a little bit different format.  So

      13  the environmental document is already on the project

      14  website.  And then after the hearing, we will upload

      15  all of the materials that we have seen today so you

      16  will have access to that later.

      17              MR. MIKSIC:  Hi.  My name is Terry

      18  Miksic.  I'm in Woodlawn.  This may be beyond the

      19  scope of this discussion, but one of the reasons we

      20  are having this road put in is to help alleviate the

      21  traffic issues in Clarksville and to provide

      22  circular traffic around the city.

      23              As we look at the map, we see it ending

      24  at 149.  Is there any place we could go to find the

      25  information that's going to take this road all the
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       1  way out to I-24 to really cause -- to really

       2  alleviate the issues that we have in our

       3  infrastructure?

       4              MR. HESTER:  That, I'm not aware.

       5  That's beyond the scope of this project for sure.

       6              MS. CANTRELL:  It is beyond the scope of

       7  the project, and I think that in conversations with

       8  the City of Clarksville and the MPO -- because they

       9  do a lot of the plans for what they are wanting in

      10  and around the area, I think they might be a good

      11  place to start to see when they expect to have that

      12  come around.

      13              MR. SMITH:  Who is wanting the

      14  extension?  The city or the state to go around the

      15  149?  Because the city does 99 percent of the

      16  building at the interstate.  So all we are doing out

      17  here is making it easier to get to the other side of

      18  the river and, I mean, you're going to shorten the

      19  time, I understand that, but you're also going to

      20  have alleviation where people are going out that way

      21  for no purpose or reason.

      22              I'm out in the country because I want

      23  to be in the country.  I don't want the traffic

      24  coming by me.  I don't want the city encroaching on

      25  me.  That's why I live in the country.
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       1              This town, this city government, has

       2  done nothing for us county folk.  I mean, they

       3  leave us hanging dry, and they put everything out

       4  on that side of town.  So is this our city wanting

       5  this out there because if -- I'm going to have to

       6  fight that.

       7              MR. HESTER:  Good question.  I don't

       8  know that I know the answer to that.  I will say,

       9  you know, this project went through a planning

      10  process and that was completed several years ago.

      11  And most of, like I said earlier, a lot of this work

      12  is already constructed or under construction and

      13  this is the remaining piece of those planning

      14  efforts.  So I'm not really sure where that

      15  initiated or how the project was initiated.  That's

      16  a good question.  I don't know the answer to that.

      17              MS. FINK:  Nicole Fink, Trey Phillips.

      18  So assuming that you get the funding and everything

      19  gets approved, what's the timeline for construction

      20  from phase one to the end of that versus the start

      21  of phase two to the end of that?

      22              MR. HESTER:  So your phase one

      23  construction project is five miles long and includes

      24  the big river bridge over the Cumberland River.

      25  You're looking at a three-plus year construction
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       1  project, for sure.

       2              Phase two is probably going to be a

       3  little bit less than that because it's only about

       4  two miles in length.  A lot of this works on the

       5  alignment.  I would estimate that the phase two

       6  work could probably be constructed within two

       7  years.  Those are estimates, though.

       8              MS. CANTRELL:  Do we have any other

       9  questions or comments?

      10              MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC:  We cannot hear

      11  you, and you're talking so fast.

      12              MS. CANTRELL:  Do you want to give a

      13  comment?

      14              MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC:  I just want to

      15  hear.

      16              MS. CANTRELL:  Okay.

      17              MR. DEVINE:  (Inaudible; off

      18  microphone).

      19              MR. HESTER:  Even before it gets to that

      20  point, it's years.

      21              In regards to the timeline, I mean, our

      22  projects take a long time.  They don't happen

      23  overnight.  There's a lot of work that goes into

      24  all of this.  Nationally -- on a national average,

      25  a project of this size probably takes about 8 to 12
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       1  years to basically -- from the planning phase to

       2  the construction.  So it is a lengthy process and

       3  we understand that, but there's a lot of things

       4  that you have to go through to make sure that

       5  everything is in place and correct.

       6              MS. CANTRELL:  Do we have anymore

       7  questions or comments?

       8              MS. OBRIEN:  My name is Anja O'brien.

       9  Lewis Lane off 149.  I just want to know what the

      10  reasoning is why you're starting over here on 149

      11  instead of continuing on 374 from where you left it

      12  off to begin with?  You say it was shorter and

      13  cheaper.  That shorter section can be done quicker

      14  and be cheaper before you do the big thing with the

      15  bridge with what you call phase one.

      16              MR. HESTER:  So ideally, phase one is

      17  the larger project, and it's going to take longer to

      18  construct.  It doesn't mean that we won't fund the

      19  project for construction, maybe, phase one in one

      20  fiscal year and then we may follow it up in a year

      21  or two with funding for the other one.  So they may,

      22  actually, if you're looking at the overall timeline,

      23  it could potentially, if you're bringing our budget

      24  to fund it for construction, they could all be

      25  completed at one time.
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       1              Does that make sense?  It's going to

       2  take longer to construct the initial phase.

       3              MS. OBRIEN:  No, it doesn't make sense.

       4  To me, it would be -- make more sense if you

       5  continue on where you left off where it dead ends

       6  right now at 374 and do your cheaper, shorter

       7  project first.

       8              And then on top of that, one other

       9  reason I'm thinking in the back of my head, 149

      10  going all the way across the river and end at

      11  Dotsonville Road -- now people that live over there

      12  on Dotsonville Road call it the Dotsonville 500.

      13  And if you have been driving on that road, people

      14  are flying down that road.  It's very, very, very

      15  curvy.  Now think, a five-lane road and going to

      16  Dotsonville Road, what do you think is going to

      17  happen?

      18              And then -- you finished your project,

      19  oh, we don't have no funding; let's take another

      20  five years.  These people that live on Dotsonville

      21  Road are pulling their hair out.  It's already a

      22  whole lot of traffic.  You are going to overload

      23  that road quick.

      24              I don't think that's the right thing to

      25  do as phase one, just my personal opinion.
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       1              MS. CANTRELL:  Does anybody else have a

       2  comment or a question?

       3              MS. FINK:  Nicole Fink, Trey Phillips.

       4              You may or may not be able to answer

       5  this.  What's the impact that this will have on our

       6  property taxes?

       7              MS. CANTRELL:  I think that is beyond

       8  the scope of what we are going to know.  I think

       9  that's going to be a little more local than what we

      10  are going to have control over.

      11              MR. HACHWELL:  Rick Hachwell off of Gip

      12  Manning Road.

      13              Hey, sir, if we finish phase one what's

      14  the chances of opening that road from 49 to

      15  Dotsonville before phase two starts?

      16              MR. HESTER:  I would think it's a good

      17  chance.  You have got -- it would -- basically, you

      18  know, we got a project under construction here right

      19  now to widen State Routes 13 and 48 from right here

      20  at Zinc Plant Road over to 149, and then the

      21  widening continues from there up to River Road.  So,

      22  you know, like I said previously, the projects are

      23  total about a $65 million job legislative contract,

      24  and we just don't have room in our budget to

      25  basically fund these large projects.  We have to
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       1  break them into pieces to be able to afford to fund

       2  those.

       3              So, I mean, this project will get you

       4  over to where the work that phase one -- the

       5  project that's currently under construction will

       6  get you over to where phase one is currently going

       7  to begin, and then that would get you to

       8  Dotsonville Road.

       9              Like I said, if our funding lines up,

      10  we could possibly have both of the projects under

      11  construction at the same time.

      12              MS. CANTRELL:  Do we have any additional

      13  comments or questions?

      14              (No Response.)

      15              MS. CANTRELL:  And like we mentioned

      16  before, the comments and questions that we took

      17  today during the presentation will also go into the

      18  development of the next phase in the environmental

      19  document, but we would also like to continue to hear

      20  from you.  If you have written comments that you

      21  want to provide, we have a box up here for those.

      22  You can also mail those in later if you want to or

      23  provide an e-mail comment as described on your

      24  handout.

      25              We have the court reporter up here if
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       1  you want to give a verbal comment, and we will have

       2  that available to you.  We are going to be here

       3  until 7:00 or until nobody is here, so whichever

       4  happens first.

       5              The TDOT folks and our consultants are

       6  going to continue to hang around.  If you have

       7  informal questions, feel free to ask us and we can

       8  talk through those.  Just be aware that any

       9  comments that you want recorded for our process

      10  will need to be either in writing or given to the

      11  court reporter.  So thank you everybody for coming.

      12  Feel free to hang around and ask us questions, and

      13  do give us your comments.

      14              MS. LANDRY:  My name Sheila Landry.  I

      15  live at 1667 Adswood Road.  And my concern is if

      16  they're going to do this in phases and phase one is

      17  finished and they open that part and traffic starts

      18  flowing down Dotsonville Road, it's going to be a

      19  big concern for the amount of traffic.

      20              And, again, like the other person spoke

      21  on the -- the road is very windy, curvy, and

      22  several accidents on the road, fatalities, since I

      23  have lived here in the last five years, and I'm

      24  very concerned about opening the first set of the

      25  project and letting Dotsonville handle the traffic
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       1  flow from there.

       2              THE COURT REPORTER:  Does that end your

       3  comment?

       4              MS. LANDRY:  Yes.

       5              THE COURT REPORTER:  Thank you.

       6              MR. EISEMANN:  My name is Carl Eisemann,

       7  and I live at 4545 Lylewood Road in the route.

       8              My basic comment is that this meeting

       9  has highlighted the Clarksville city versus the

      10  county fight about what is developed and what is

      11  not developed.  It is general perception in the

      12  county that the county/city building and planning

      13  commission will give any builder the nod to build

      14  whatever they want to build.  You can look at the

      15  property tax maps, the assessor's maps, and see

      16  where builders have acquired major parcels of land

      17  knowing that in their mind this will be a completed

      18  project.

      19              So that's the big thing within the

      20  city/county of Clarksville -- is county versus

      21  city.  The unified government was defeated, and

      22  that's the reason it was defeated.

      23              THE COURT REPORTER:  Does that end your

      24  comment?

      25              MR. EISEMANN:  End of comment.
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       1              THE COURT REPORTER:  Thank you.

       2              (WHEREUPON, the hearing remained open

       3  for additional public comments.  No additional

       4  comments were made.)

       5              (WHEREUPON, the foregoing proceedings

       6  were concluded at 7:00 p.m.)
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